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Radiation from particles in crystal undulators with
allowance for a polarization of the medium

R. O. Avakyan, L. A. Gevorgyan, K. A. Ispiryan,a) and R. K. Ispiryan
Erevan Physics Institute, 375036 Erevan, Armenia

~Submitted 20 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 437–441~25 September 1998!

The radiation from relativistic particles channeled in a microscopic
undulator created by applying transverse ultrasonic vibrations to a
single crystal is investigated. The results of numerical investigations
are presented for real crystal undulators. The calculations show the
radiation spectra in the particle and photon energy ranges where nar-
rowing of the spectrum occurs when the particle energy is close to a
definite threshold energy. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00118-2#

PACS numbers: 61.85.1p, 43.35.Ty

Papers on undulator radiation1–4 have predicted that at certain particle energies
influence of the medium will lead to narrowing of the radiation spectrum in the x-ray
harder frequency ranges. It was shown3,4 that by varying the parameters of the medium
the undulator it is possible to obtain quasi-monochromatic beams of photons with
gies\v.10– 200 keV using electrons with energiesE53 – 15 GeV. A similar phenom-
enon has been predicted5–7 for radiation from channeled particles. It has been shown7 that
spectrum narrowing will be appreciable forE<10 MeV and\v<1 keV, making the
effect difficult to observe. Despite the fact that the experimental investigations o
radiation from particles in undulators filled with a medium~see, for example, Ref. 8! as
well as during channeling in single crystals were initiated a long time ago, to dat
predicted narrowing of the spectrum has still not been observed.

For obtaining intense x- andg-ray beams, the radiation from particles in crys
undulators~CUs! with the shortest possible periodsl 5v/ f 50.12100 mm, obtained us-
ing transverse ultrasonuc waves with frequencyf and propagation velocityv in the
crystal, has been studied in the dipole approximation.9 The advantage of the radiatio
produced in CUs as compared with the radiation produced in ordinary undulators i
decreasing the period by several orders of magnitude makes it possible, at a given e
to obtain photons with higher energies\v and, as compared with radiation from cha
neled particles, higher intensities because in CUs the vibrational amplitudeA is much
larger than the interplanar spacingdp of the CU crystal. Such radiation was recent
studied10 in the dipole approximation, and it was shown that stimulated emission ca
obtained. We note that the theoretical possibility of increasing the intensity of radi
from channeled particles by using ultrasound has been examined in Refs. 1
References 14–18 examine the case where the values ofl are close to the periodl ch of the
4670021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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particle motion during channeling. Only amplification of parametric x radiation by me
of ultrasound has been observed to date.19

Since interest in methods for obtaining intense x-ray beams using electronsb! with
E.5 MeV has increased recently and since the polarization of the medium was neg
in Refs. 9 and 10, in the present letter we investigate the radiation produced in
taking the narrowing of the spectrum into account. It is shown for CUs based on ce
single crystals that the use of particles with energiesE5500– 1000 MeV will make it
possible to obtain quasi-monochromatic beams and to investigate experimental
narrowing at\v'10– 100 keV.

Let a particle moving along theZ axis enter a CU whose crystallographic plan
perturbed by a transverse ultrasonic wave propagating along theZ axis, have a sinusoida
form with amplitudeA and periodl . If the angle of entry of a particle into the cryst
relative to the bent crystallographic planes is less than the corresponding critical a
for channeling, and if the minimum radius of curvatureRmin5l2/4p2A of an averaged
particle trajectory or of the crystallographic planes is greater than the Tsyganov c
radiusRTs ~see, for example, Ref. 20!, then, in neglect of multiple scattering, a positiv
particle will on average execute during planar channeling a vibrational motion
amplitudeA and frequencyV52pc/ l . We note that the consequences of the abo
noted conditionRmin.RTs for positive particles were studied in Ref. 10. In the pres
letter, besidesA@dp and l @ l ch, it is assumed that the transit time of an ultrarelativis
particle through the CU is much shorter than the period of the ultrasonic wave
investigate the narrowing of the spectrum in the frequency range in which the
harmonic of the radiation is dominant..

It is well known that when the undulator parameterq52pgA/ l>1, and the longi-
tudinal oscillations cannot be neglected, the longitudinal particle motion can be ch
terized by an effective Lorentz factorgz5g/A11q2/2. Using the results of Refs. 1–4
is easy to show that because of the presence of the medium, radiation arises in t
only when the particle energyE5gmc2 exceeds a threshold energyEn5gnmc2,

gn5g0 /A12h2, ~1!

whereg05vp /V, h5A2pA/lp , lp52pc/vp , andvp is the plasma frequency of th
CU. It follows from Eq. ~1! that h,1 andA,lp /A2p. Settingg5kgn (k>1), we
obtaingz5g(12h2)1/2/(11h2(k221))1/2.

The physics of this phenomenon is as follows. In the laboratory frame a pa
undergoes translational–vibrational motion with frequencyV. In a reference frame mov
ing with the particle we have an oscillating dipole at rest which emits a wave
frequencyVgz . Since the plasma frequencyvp5A2pne2/m remains unchanged in th
latter frame, the plasma has the property that waves with frequencyVgz,vp do not
propagate and that particles withg,gn ~or gz,g0) do not radiate.

The frequency and angle of emissionu of the radiation are related by

v52V/S gz
221

vp
2

v2
1u2D . ~2!

Hence it follows for a vacuum undulator (vp50) that photons all with the same fre
quency, lying in the interval 0<v<2vc , wherevc5Vgz

2 , can be emitted at each ang
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u. For an undulator filled with a medium (vpÞ0), photons with two different values o
v in the range (12d)vc<v<(11d)vc can be emitted at each angleu ~compound
Doppler effect!, whered2512g0

2/gz
25(k221)(11h2)/k2. Usingd and the dimension-

less frequencyx5v/vc (12d<x<11d), we can rewrite expression~2! in the form

u5~d22~x21!2!1/2/gx. ~3!

Therefore photons with the maximum and minimum frequencies are emitted at a
u50, while photons withx51 are emitted at the angleu5d/gz . Thus, the frequency
and angular distributions become narrower by a factor ofd aroundx51 or v5vc .

The spectral distribution of the number of photons per unit particle travel distan
given by the expression

d2N

dxdz
5BF S x1

12d2

x
21D 2

11G , ~4!

whereB5pah2/2l (12d2) and a51/137. The width of the spectral distribution, wit
allowance for the finiteness of the lengthL and the spreadD l / l in the values of the
undulator period, is determined by the expression

Dv

v
5

l

L
1F2S Dg

g
1

D l

l D G1/2

, ~5!

whereDg5g2g0 if gz.g0 andDg equals the width of the spread ing if gz5g0 .

Integrating~2! over the admissible range, we obtain in the cased!1 the following
expression for the number of photons emitted in a CU of lengthL:

N52pa
h2k2

11~k221!h2

L

l
d. ~6!

In the dipole approximation,kh,1, the contribution of the high harmonics is sma
while N;A2. However,N stops increasing withA whenkh>1.

Table I gives the values of the density, the sound velocity, and the plasma frequ
of some crystals which are convenient for preparing CUs~quartz, silicon, and diamond!
as well as the values ofEn , l, f, and kh that are required in order to obtain quas
monochromatic photon beams withv5vc533 keV andA52 nm. We note that chan
neling radiation has been observed in piezoelectric quartz,21 and diamond and silicon ar
the best radiators for obtaining radiation from channeled particles. As one can see
the table, in all caseskh,1, because the value ofA is moderate. SinceEn;vc ,
l;vc , and f ;1/vc , it is unreasonable to employ the crystals listed in the table

TABLE I.

Parameters

Crystals r (g/cm3) v (km/s) \vp (eV) En (MeV) l (mm) f ~ MHz! kh
Quartz 2.65 5.7 33.1 523 37.7 151 0.2
Silicon 2.33 8.43 31.1 556 42.9 196 0.2
Diamond 3.5 11.65 38.8 451 27.5 421 0.2
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vc<10 keV andvc>10 MeV, since in the first case very high values off are required,
with the attendant difficulties in obtaining high ultrasonic powers, while in the sec
case the very large values ofl will lead to a small number of periods in a CU of limite
length.

As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows (d2N/dx)/(dz/B) versusx for a quartz CU with the
parameters presented in Table I for different values of the particle energy~solid curves!.
For comparison, the same dependence~identical for all values of the energies! is shown
for a hypothetical vacuum (vp50 or d51) undulator with the same values ofl andA
~dashed curve!. One can see that the quasi-monochromaticity deteriorates as the e
increases and that at high frequencies the vacuum undulator and CU spectra incre
resemble each other. Figure 1b shows the directly measured curves ofd2N/d(\v)/dz
versus\v for CU and vacuum undulators. We note that atx51 or v5vc5Vgz

2 the
height of the CU spectra is twice that of the spectra in the same microundulators
vp50. When the existing macroundulators withl macro;1 cm are used, one can obta
emission spectra in the frequency range of Fig. 1b at particle energiesAl macro/ l;60
times higher than the energy in Fig. 1b, since for undulatorsv;g2/ l .

When comparing the possible applications of the radiation studied here and
types of radiation the following must be taken into account: i! Since deflection of elec-
trons in bent crystals is not observed,20 channeled electrons do not undulate in a CU a
are unsuitable for obtaining radiation in a CU; ii! suitable positrons undergo multipl
scattering, as a result of which it is not sensible to use CUs thicker than the dechan
length, which is smaller in bent crystals than in unbent crystals; and, iii! there are diffi-
culties in obtaining intense ultrasonic oscillations with frequencies greater than 100
Despite these drawbacks, by using positrons withE.525 MeV and a quartz CU with
L.1 mm ~with allowance for dechanneling! it is possible to obtain~see Fig. 1b! N;3
31023 photons per electron for\vc.33 keV, Dv/v.0.1, which are two orders an
one order of magnitude greater than that obtainable with parametric x radiation~PXR!

FIG. 1. Spectral distribution of the radiation from particles channeled in a quartz CU with pe
l 527.7mm and amplitudeA520 nm, with~solid curves! and without~dotted curves! allowance for a polar-
ization of the medium: a! d2N/dx/dz/B versusx at energies 1.001, 1.01, 1.1, 1.2, and 4.0 times higher than
energies En5523.1 MeV ~curves 1–5, respectively! and at any relativistic energy~curve 6!; b!
d2N/d(\v)/dz (keV21 cm21) versus\v ~keV! for energiesE5523.6, 528.3, 575.4, and 627.7 MeV~curves
1–4! and for energiesE5523.6 and 627.7 MeV~curves5 and6!.
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and transition x radiation~TXR! from electrons withE.500. Such an intensity can b
obtained by using channeled-particle radiation~CPR! with particle energyE.50 MeV,
since l ch! l . However, it should be kept in mind that by increasing the positron ene
slightly to E5650 MeV it is possible to obtain a beam~see Fig. 1b! whose width is much
greater than the width in the case of PXR, TXR, and CPR. This will make it possib
obtain at the same time several quasi-monochromatic photon beams with\v
;5 – 100 keV, just as in the case of ordinary wigglers and undulators with much h
electron energiesE>10 GeV.

In conclusion, there is no doubt that it is of great scientific interest to investi
the radiation produced in CUs by particles with relatively high (E.1 GeV) and low
(E,1 GeV) energies, where narrowing of the spectrum does not and does occur, r
tively. The practical value of this radiation for obtaining intense quasi-monochrom
x-ray and hard-photon beams with a wide spectrum must still be proved experime
despite the estimates presented above and other more optimistic estimates.9,10 Nonethe-
less, we note that the investigated narrowing of the spectral and angular distributio
the radiation may be important for the generation of stimulated emission,10 as has been
shown for gas-filled free-electron lasers.22

a!e-mail: ispirian@vx1.yerphi.am
b!SeeProceedings of the Symposium on the Radiation from Electrons in Periodic Media, RREPS-97, Tomsk,

1997, to be published in Nucl. Inst. Methods~1998!, as well as the proceedings of the conferences in Hol
and Tabarze, Germany, 1998.
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Theory of sonoluminescence in single bubbles:
flexoelectric energy contribution
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Spain
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IVIC, Apartado 21827, Caracas 1020A, Venezuela

~Submitted 10 August, 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 442–448~25 September 1998!

An equation of motion for a cavitating gas bubble immersed in a liquid
is introduced which includes a flexoelectric energy term. This energy is
deduced from the electric field produced by the bubble wall accelera-
tion ~pressure gradient! in the fluid ~the flexoelectric effect!. We show
that under conditions of sonoluminescence, this electric field reaches
values typical of the electric breakdown field in water. Our theoretical
results are consistent with the duration of light emission, minimum
bubble radius, and energy release as measured in sonoluminescence
experiments in water. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00218-7#

PACS numbers: 78.60.Mq

A short and intense flash of light is emitted when ultrasound-driven air~or other gas!
bubbles immersed in a liquid collapse. This phenomenon, discovered 60 years a1 is
called sonoluminescence~SL!. Renewed interest now exists because a cru
experiment2 showed repetitive emissions from a single, stable cavitating gas bubb
water. Usually, SL experiments address a range of parameter values where the em
is stable, since it has been shown3 that the existence of SL and its stability depend on
region of parameter space. Various interesting measurements have been reported
literature, namely, the evolution of the bubble radiusR,2–5 the spectrum of the emitted
light,6 and the effect of noble gas doping in a single bubble.7,8 Measurements indicate tha
the energy released amounts to;10212 J ~Ref. 6! and that the duration of light emissio
ranges from 40 ps to over 350 ps.8

From the theoretical point of view, the pioneering work for the equation of mo
of a cavitating bubble is due to Rayleigh.9 Subsequently the Rayleigh equation has be
generalized by taking into account the compressibility, surface tension, and viscos
the fluid. Additionally, an acoustic pressure term has been added to describe b
cavitation experiments under the action of this acoustic field. All these considera
lead to the Rayleigh–Plesset~RP! equation.10 Even though this equation has been us
4720021-3640/98/68(6)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with success to describe the evolution of the radius of a cavitating bubble, it fails w
one tries to reproduce in detail the evolution of the radius of SL experiments in the re
where light emission occurs~i.e., near the bubble collapse!; neither the SL phenomeno
nor the light emission mechanism is explained by this theory. Recently, Garcı´ a and
Levanyuk11 proposed a new hypothesis which takes into account the fact that in
experiments high pressure gradients produce high electric fields due to the flexoe
effect.12 This effect has been invoked previously to explain the polarization of wate
shock waves.13 The estimated time of the shock action is 1 ps, while the relaxation
of the water polarization at 25 °C is 9 ps,14 and the mechanism of polarization in th
shock wave can be quite different from the dipole orientation mechanism which d
nates for intervals longer than the relaxation time. In the SL case the typical tim
buildup of large pressure gradients is 1029 s, a time much longer than the breakdow
time.

In this letter we show that, as was predicted by Garcı´a and Levanyuk,11 for param-
eter values in the region for which SL has been observed experimentally, the colla
region of the bubble produces electric fields of the same order as the electric break
field Ebd in water ~which has an electronic character, being;107 V/m under static
conditions15 and;108 V/m under dynamic conditions.16! Furthermore, as we will show
below, when the flexoelectric potential energy is taken into accounted, the evoluti
the bubble radius in this collapsing region agrees with a recent experiment; in parti
the minimum radiusRm agrees with the values measured in many experime
(0.7mm).4,5 Calculations of the energy release and of the duration of the emissio
also consistent with experimental results.5,8

Including up to first-order corrections due to the compressibility of the liquid~as
proposed by Herring17!, energy conservation for the bubble reads:

2prwR3S 12
4

3

Ṙ

cw
D Ṙ21U

5E
R0

R FPg2Pa2P01
R

cw

d

dt
~Pg2Pa!2

2

R
~s12nṘ!G4pR2dR, ~1!

whereṘ andR̈ are the velocity and the acceleration of the bubble wall;s andn are the
surface tension and kinematic viscosity of the fluid;rw and cw are the density of the
water and the sound velocity in it;Pg and P0 are the gas and ambient pressures;
acoustic field is given byPa(t)5Pa8sin(wat), wherewa is the acoustic frequency. For th
gas pressurePg , we consider the van der Waals adiabatic equation of state:

Pg5
P0R0

3g

~R32a3!g
, ~2!

whereg is the ratio of specific heats~for air, g is 7/5!, R0 is the initial radius of the
bubble~which corresponds to the equilibrium radius whenPa850), anda is the van der
Waals hard core~for air, a5R0/8.5). The integral in Eq.~1! corresponds to the tota
work done by the system. The term in the integrand that contains the derivative o
pressure with respect to the timet corresponds to a zeroth-order correction for the co
pressibility of the liquid. Standing on the left-hand side are a kinetic energy term~dimin-
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ished by a term corresponding to the first-oder correction for the compressibility o
liquid! and a potential energy termU. The standard RP equation neglectsU and is
obtained by differentiating Eq.~1! with respect to the bubble radiusR. Figure 1a shows
a typical bubble radius evolution curve obtained from the RP equation with param
values for which SL has been observed experimentally.5 In all our calculations we used
a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method with a time stepdt510212 s.

As was proposed in Ref. 11, in the vicinity of the bubble wall the electric fielE
~due to the polarization of the water! is related to the pressure gradient¹p by the
equation11,18

ER5 f ¹p5 f rwR̈, ~3!

where f is the flexoelectric coefficient~for water, f has been estimated to be approx
mately 1027 V•m2/N ~Ref. 11!. In Fig. 1b we show the resulting electric fieldsE for two
cases where SL has been observed experimentally~the dashed and solid lines correspo
to the parameter regions of Refs. 4 and 5, respectively!. The dot-and-dash curve corre
sponds to the parameter region of an experiment in which no SL was observed.4 Note that
only in the two first cases does the electric field exceed the typical electric break
field Ebd of water~which is denoted by the horizontal dotted line!, and this occurs prior
to t/tm51, i.e., before the bubble reaches its minimum radiusRm at the timet5tm .

The acceleration at any distancer .R from the bubble center is

r̈ 5
R̈R212RṘ2

r 2
2

2R4Ṙ2

r 5
, ~4!

FIG. 1. Solution of the RP equation~where U is neglected!, for Pa851.45 atm, wa/2p540 kHz andR0

54 mm ~solid curves!. ~a! Bubble radiusR, ~b! electric field E and ~c! kinetic energy~black curves! and
flexoelectric energyU ~gray curves!, as functions of timet. For Pa851.45 atm, wa/2p540 kHz andR0

54 mm ~solid curves!; Pa851.375 atm, wa/2p526.5 kHz and R053.25mm ~dashed curves!, and Pa8
51.075 atm,wa/2p526.5 kHz andR0510.5mm ~dot-and-dash curves!. In ~b! the horizontal dotted line
corresponds toEbd . In all our calculations we considered a viscosityn50.001 kg•m/s and a surface tension
s50.07275 N/m, as extracted from a handbook.
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and the potential electric energy in volume units isUv(r )5 (e0«/2) E(r )2. Therefore,
the energyU reads:

U~R,Ṙ,R̈!5E
R

`

Uv4pr 2dr52p f 2rw
2 e0«R3S R̈213

Ṙ2

R
R̈1

18

7

Ṙ4

R2D , ~5!

wheree0 and« are the permittivity of free space and the dielectric constant of the w

We computed the RP equation~Eq. ~1! for U50) and Eq.~5! to estimate the
flexoelectric energyU, taking f 51027 V•m2/N. We found that in the parameter region
for which SL has been observed experimentally~the same parameters as in Fig. 1b!, the
potential energyU ~the dashed and solid gray curves in Fig. 1c! reaches values of the
same order as the kinetic energy~the dashed and solid black curves in Fig. 1c! in the
vicinity of the collapsing region (t/tm;1), where very high accelerations
(;1013 m/s2) take place, in contrast to the non-SL case~dot-and-dash curves!. This
indicates that under SL conditions the energyU should not be neglected as in the R
equation. In the bubble rebound (t.tm), the work term due to the gas compressi
dominates over other terms due to the liquid. The bubble responds by increasi
radius up to the next maximum. In general, fort.tm , the bubble evolution takes plac
with a small amount of kinetic energy and a negligible flexoelectric energy, because
the velocity and the acceleration are much smaller in the oscillating regime than the
just before the first rebound, and the electric field does not exceed the breakdown
Ebd until the first rebound of the next cycle.

When consideringUÞ0, the highest derivative order in Eq.~1! is contained inU

~see Eq.~5!!. For this reason, at each iteration we computedR, Ṙ, andR̈ from ~1!. After
that, the resulting quantities are inserted into~5! to computeU for the next iteration. This
procedure avoids numerical problems~for example, numerical indeterminacies fo
f→0). Note that we do not differentiate the equation of motion with respect toR as is
done to obtain the RP equation; in this way energy conservation is absolutely en
~even in the collapsing region!. Because hereṘ is calculated from the quadratic velocit
term ~corresponding to the kinetic energy in~1!!, an inconvenience appears in the choi
of the velocity sign. In our case, sinceU is negligible both fort,tM (tM is the time at
which the bubble radius reaches its maximum — the time limiting the bubble expan
and contraction! and fort.tm ~this is after the first rebound of the bubble!, we computed
the various dynamical quantities of these regimes in the standard manner of solvin
RP equation~neglectingU), while in the bubble contraction region we considered
negative solution for the velocity when computing Eq.~1!. Furthermore, in order to take
into account the energy emission mechanism whenE exceedsEbd, we subtractedU
~which is the energy stored in water by its polarization! to the total energy accumulate
in the system at each time whenE.Ebd ~here, we consideredEbd5108 V/m). After that,
the algorithm continues by going on to the next iteration in the calculation of Eq.~1!. In
this paper the released energyUr is taken equal to the value ofU, but the results are
almost the same if one considers an energy releaseUr slightly smaller thanU.19

In Fig. 2 we compare theR(t) results obtained from the RP equation (f 50, dot-
and-dash curve! with two cases that result when valuesUÞ0 are considered in Eq.~1!,
for f 55•1028 V•m2/N ~dashed curve! and 1027 V•m2/N ~solid curve!. Note that the
minimum radiusRm increases withf , while for f 50 the value ofRm is very close to the
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radius of the air hard core (R0/8.5;0.47mm). The circle symbols in Fig. 2 correspon
to the experimental data that we extracted from the collapsing region in Fig. 4 of R
The agreement between the theoretical curve forf 51027 V•m2/N and the experimenta
ones is quite good, in contrast to the RP case. We recall that in different SL experim
Rm came out to be;0.7mm as on our theoretical curve. Forf 51027 V•m2/N the
electric fieldE exceedsEbd for the first time at a radiusRbd (;1.01mm) greater thanRm

and at a timetbd,tm . At t5tbd the velocityṘbd is equal to 1159 m/s. For an estimatio
of the Mach number M relative to the speed of soundcg of the gas bubble
(M5Ṙ/cg), it should be noted thatcg depends onR, since the gas densityrg increases
asrg0

(R0 /R)3 (rg0
is the air density at room temperature and ambient pressure, equ

1.161 kg/m3); i.e., for R;1.01mm one hasrg'70 kg/m3 ~that is, 62rg0
or 0.07rw).

Considering the formula forcg in an ideal gas and the expression for the gas tempera
deduced from the van der Waals theory,19 at this gas density we find thatcg'803 m/s
(cg'2.5cg0

). Therefore, at the beginning of the electric breakdown the Mach num
M'1.44, which is close to the value of the Mach number atR5Rm , since in this region
it turns out thatcg and Ṙ increase in a similar way.

An interesting point is that, when considering a breakdown field equal to 107 V/m
and f 55•1028 V•m2/N ~parameters for which also the experimental curve is rep
duced!, at the moment that the first electrical breakdown occurs~i.e., at radiusRbd), the
Mach number M50.96.19 This means that the electric breakdown phenomenon may
place before the bubble wall becomes supersonic. Additionally, in the different c
discussed here, at the radiusRbd the gas temperature comes out to be approximately
K. In other words, this electrical phenomenon may take place earlier than other po
effects invoked in the literature to explain the SL phenomenon, like those associate
thermal effects,20,21 those corresponding to an incoming shock wave that passes thr
the center of the bubble,21 or other based on an electrical discharge in which numer

FIG. 2. R(t) curves forPa851.45 atm,wa/2p540 kHz andR054mm, and for f 50 ~dot-and-dash curve!,
f 55•1028 ~dashed curve! and f 51027 ~solid curve! V•m2/N. The circles correspond to the experiments
Ref. 5.
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small, charged liquid jets penetrate the interior of the bubble during its collapse.22

The top panel in Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the electric fieldE(t) ~solid line!
around the collapsing region forf 51027 V•m2/N and Ebd5108 V/m ~as indicated by
the horizontal dashed line!. As a consequence of the energy released, theE(t) curve
exhibits many jumps going from values where the quantityEbd is exceeded to value
where it is not. Indeed, on account of the motion of the bubble radius and the e
emission, the system is electrically charged and discharged. The corresponding
distribution of the energy released is illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. As
pected, the jumps are also evidenced in theUr(t) curve. Note that this emission exists fo
approximately 190 ps, and the quantity of energy released in each burst increase
time from approximately 10211 to 10210 J. In general, the increase ofUr(t) with t is
smooth, except at the end of the emission, which reveals that the abrupt change of
conditions is a prelude for the rebound of the bubble. The total energy released is 129 J
per cycle, a value much bigger than the 10212 J measured in SL experiments.6 This
suggests that the efficiency of the light emission in experiments is much less than
(;1023), and it may be that the remainder of the energy is released in other ways

With our model we do not intend to exclude other phenomena at the time of en
release, i.e., a more complicated relaxation mechanism at the time of electrical b
down or other simultaneous physical phenomena produced by supersonic motions
if the electrical breakdown phenomenon in water is of electronic character, it is diffi
to clarify what happens when the energy is released, since water has a fast relaxa
the molecule orientation, which is not incorporated in our model. On the other hand
possible that just at the first moment when the energy starts to be released, the
may respond with other mechanisms that are not described by the standard hydrody
equations. Of course, the mechanism responsible for the relaxation may interfere st
in the bubble motion, preventing~or maybe allowing! supersonic bubble-wall motion, bu
this is an open question which should be considered as a problem for further develo

FIG. 3. For same parameters as in Fig. 2 andf 51027. Time distributions of the electric fieldE(t) ~a! and of
the energy releaseUr(t) ~b!. For the same parameters as in Fig. 2 andf 51027 V•m2/N. In part ~a! the
horizontal dashed line indicates the value adoped forEbd .
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of our model. Unfortunately, from the experimental point of view, velocity measurem
are very poor, since they are obtained by measuring the slope between very few
near the minimum radius.5 In any case, it should be noted that the experimental m
mum velocity reached by the bubble wall has been estimated to be 1200–16005

which corresponds to a Mach number of 4–6 relative to the speed of sound at
temperature and ambient pressure, while the real Mach number~in terms of the sound
velocity at the actual density of the gas bubble! is slightly greater than 1. For very sma
radius~close to the hard core! the sound velocity of the bubble has a value very close
that of the liquid.

In conclusion, we have presented an equation of motion for a gas bubble wit
energy emission taken into account. We have shown that by a calculation of the e
field one can establish that the electric breakdown field can serve as a criterion fo
since the electric field exceeds the typical electric breakdown field in water only in t
cases where SL has been observed experimentally. A very important point is tha
sideration of the flexoelectric energy in the equation of motion leads to a minimum ra
value that fits quite nicely with the experimental data of Refs. 4 and 5, in contrast t
RP equation, where the resulting minimum radius is a quantity very close to the r
gas hard core. The values obtained for the duration of the light emission and the qu
of energy released are consistent with experiments. The breakdown may occur
water as well in the gas inside the bubble; besides, polarization of the gas may expla
effects of noble gas doping7,8 in terms of the influence of the concentration gradien
which also produce polarization, and the influence of minute noble gas impurities o
breakdown voltage, an effect which has been known since long ago as the Pe
effect.23 An asphericity of the bubble or a breakdown starting in a local region~rather
than at the same time in all the system! will lead to light emission with a ‘‘dipolar
component’’ in the angular distribution of the intensity. Large magnetic fields should
modify the SL conditions because they influence the electronic motion and conseq
the breakdown conditions.

We thank A. P. Levanyuk, E. Medina and P. A. Serena for helpful discussions.
study was supported by Spanish agencies and the EC through the ESPRIT projec
of us ~A. H.! would like to acknowledge financial support from the EC through the HC
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On a characteristic feature of grazing-incidence nuclear
monochromators for synchrotron radiation

M. A. Andreeva
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 18 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 449–453~25 September 1998!

It is shown theoretically that the optimum resonance monochromatiza-
tion of synchrotron radiation by means of grazing-incidence antireflec-
tion mirrors is obtained not at the maximum possible enrichment
~;100%! but rather with a low enrichment in the Mo¨ssbauer isotope
~the natural abundance in the case of iron!. This possibility is due to the
fact that the conditions of interferometric suppression of electron re-
flection in the range of total external reflection angles is uniquely sen-
sitive to small variations of the film or substrate density. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00318-1#

PACS numbers: 41.60.Ap

The unique brightness of synchrotron radiation~SR! as well as various of othe
important properties of this radiation, such as unidirectionality, virtually complete lin
polarization, small beam size, and pulse structure, make such radiation extremely
tive for purposes of Mo¨ssbauer optics and spectroscopy. However, despite the subst
progress made in recent years in this direction, mainly by using temporal filtering o
nuclear-resonance response, the separation of an extremely narrow Mo¨ssbauer spectra
component at x-ray wavelengths~from 1.131027 eV for 169Tm, with a transition energy
of 8.4 keV, to 6.7310211 eV for 181Ta, with a transition energy of 6.2 keV; the width o
the recoilless 14.4-keV line of57Fe is 4.731029 eV; the Mössbauer transition energy o
the isotopes67Zn and107Ag, with record low resonance widths, is much too high, a
these isotopes are not as yet being considered! from the essentially white SR spectru
presents a serious problem. We note that the limiting energy width that can be dis
nated by ultrahigh-resolution x-ray crystal monochromators at the present time is;1023

eV.1

There exist two ideas for extracting the nuclear-resonance component from a
SR spectrum: 1! using purely nuclear maxima of the Bragg reflection from cryst
enriched with a Mo¨ssbauer isotope,2–6 and 2! using grazing-incidence antireflectio
~GIAR! films.7 The first idea has passed all stages of a careful study and has rec
been brilliantly implemented.8 The second idea, despite all the difficulties in its imp
mentation, has substantial advantages. In the first place, it is difficult to obtain s
crystals enriched with a Mo¨ssbauer isotope, and such crystals cannot be grown from
Mössbauer isotopes. At presenta-57Fe2O3, 57FeBO3, a-57Fe3BO6, and YIG~with 57Fe)
single crystals have been investigated, and this is apparently the entire list of po
4800021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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crystals. In the second place, purely nuclear Bragg-reflection maxima are by their
nature due to the presence of hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels, which compl
the spectrum and the polarization properties of the filtered radiation. Special cond
were produced in Ref. 8 to obtain a single reflection line: a57FeBO3 single crystal was
heated to the Ne´el temperature~75.35 °C! and placed in a 10 mT magnetic field. In th
process the lines of the magnetic hyperfine structure virtually ‘‘collapsed,’’ but the
drupole doublet remained, and one of its lines gave a purely nuclear reflection~333!.
Thus, the result obtained in Ref. 8 was almost a miracle of experimental technique

Grazing-incidence optics is very convenient for micron-size SR beams. Since
are virtually no restrictions in choosing the components and thicknesses of the film
parameters of the hyperfine interactions in them can be varied over wide limits~without
the stringent temperature limitation of Ref. 8!. However, the corresponding practic
results obtained thus far for the isotopes119Sn and57Fe are not very convincing.9–12

Suppression of electronic reflection by more than two orders of magnitude has
achieved~by comparison, the suppression effect achieved in Ref. 8 on a57FeBO3 single
crystal is 10210), and moreover the nuclear reflection spectrum is strongly broadene~up
to 100 natural resonance widths! and has a quite complicated shape with a dip near e
resonance. Some of the problems are due to the imperfection of the technology u
prepare ultrathin films~problems of density uniformity of the films, reducing surfa
roughness to a minimum, obtaining prescribed thicknesses to within 0.1 nm, and s!.
However, as will be shown in the present work, the initial approach, using enriched
in analogy with enriched crystals, is completely unjustified.

The idea of grazing-incidence antireflection films, which is presented in Ref.
well known in optics and is based on the use of multibeam interference in ultrathin fi
If for a certain grazing angleu the wave reflected once from the film surface has the sa
amplitude as and is in antiphase with the outgoing total wave formed as a res
multiple re-reflection in the film, then the total coefficient of reflection of such a film
zero. To obtain complete suppression of reflection the thicknessd and density of the film
and substrate must satisfy stringent conditions. An important point is that for presc
values of the density and photoabsorption in the film and substrate, the thicknes
which antireflection is possible for some angleu form a discrete series of values. Th
follows from the need to satisfy two conditions simultaneously: amplitude and p
matching. In Ref. 13 an elegant graphical method was introduced to determine th
quired parameters of the antireflection film. There are a number of works devoted
analysis of possible materials for films and substrates, to the investigation of more
plicated multilayer systems, and to the question of the stability of the solution in
presence of weak nonuniformities of the film thickness, interfacial roughness, and d
gence of the incident radiation beam, for two different types of solutions —
~impedance-matched! and DS~damping stabilized!.9,11,13–15The question of what effec
the concentration of the resonant isotope in the film might have on the optimal reso
monochromatization of the incident radiation has still not been analyzed. It has
conjectured that the higher the concentration of the resonant isotope, the better th
will reflect in the resonant frequency range.

Figure 1 displays on a logarithmic scale the reflection spectra at interference a
flection minima of the DS type for a resonant57Fe/Ta film~left-hand panel! and of the IM
type for a Zr film on a resonant57Fe substrate~right-hand panel!. The calculations were
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performed using the well-known formula for reflection from a film~see, for example,
Ref. 7!. The working parameters are (l50.086 nm!: susceptibility of the Zr film
x f5(210.8210.4i )31026, susceptibility of the Ta substratexs5(226.513.42i )
31026, susceptibility of the57Fe film or substratex5(214.510.7i )31026, and the
resonant correction to it in the form

x res5Q
29.0 mm/s

v2v res1 iG/2
31026;

wherev2v res is the Doppler shift of the energy relative to resonance. For simplicity,
hyperfine splitting was not introduced, but to be realistic the width of the resonance
assumed to be three times greater than the natural width:G50.3 mm/s. It is evident from
the plots that as the enrichment is decreased by almost two orders of magnitud
intensity at the maximum of the resonance line decreases very little, while at the
time the intensity of the ‘‘tails’’ of the resonance lines decreases by 3 or 4 orde
magnitude, so that the monochromatization effect is enhanced substantially. In F
some of the spectra from Fig. 1 are normalized and presented in an ordinary~linear! scale
to permit comparison of the shape of the resonance lines of the reflected radiation
figure requires no discussion. As the enrichment decreases, the resonance reflect
becomes essentially unbroadened. It is obvious that the computed and observe9–12,14

exotic shape of the resonance line at the antireflection minima is a consequence
‘‘supersaturation’’ of the film with the resonant isotope.

FIG. 1. Theoretical resonance reflection spectra~on a logarithmic scale! for the case of a resonant57Fe film on
a Ta substrate~a! and a Zr film on a57Fe substrate~b!. The calculations were performed for different degree
enrichment of the film or substrate with the resonant isotope:Q5100, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2%. In th
left-hand panel the grazing angleu54.192 mrad corresponds to a DS-type reflection minimum, and the c
puted thickness of the ‘‘antireflection’’57Fe film is 20.56 nm. In the right-hand panel the grazing angleu
54.002 mrad corresponds to an IM-type reflection minimum, and the computed thickness of the ‘‘anti
tion’’ Zr film is 10.10 nm.
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To be fair, we note that for IM type solutions the effect noted is less pronounced
the reflection lines as a whole are narrower.

The computed regularities can be easily explained. In the case of purely nu
Bragg-reflection maxima, the nuclear-reflection signal is formed against a zero
ground, and the more resonant nuclei present in the sample, the higher the refl
intensity will be. Under total external reflection conditions~the DS-type maxima are
closest to these conditions!, the suppression of electron reflection is an interferome
effect, which is extremely sensitive to very small variations of the thickness and de
of the film ~this circumstance creates substantial technological difficulties in fabrica
such antireflection coatings!. A large amount of isotopes is not required to destroy
conditions of interferometric quenching in the resonant frequency range and to re
almost complete external reflection~‘‘burying’’ of the interference minimum on the
reflection curve!. Thus, the observed resonance maximum in the reflection spectru
formed as a result of not only scattering by nuclei but also the interaction with the e
electronic subsystem of the film. This can be interpreted as a manifestation of th
lective character of the interaction of the radiation with the film under total exte
reflection conditions~other striking manifestations of the collective character of the
teraction are acceleration of the decay of the nuclear state~speed-up effect! under total
external reflection conditions,16,17 appearance of an interference maximum near the c
cal angle for the integrated delayed reflection intensity,16–19 appearance of a resonanc
dependence for the yield of secondary photoelectrons,20,21 and others!.

In summary, a new result of the above analysis of the characteristic featur
nuclear monochromatization by ultrathin films under grazing-incidence conditions i
possibility of effective monochromatization by weakly enriched resonance films. Co

FIG. 2. Normalized intensities of the same resonance lines as in Fig. 1 in the standard scale. The scale a
x axis is substantially magnified compared with Fig. 1. The designations of the lines presented in part b
same as in part a.
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ering the enormous cost of Mo¨ssbauer isotopes, this is a very useful result.

I thank Dr. B. G. Semenov for some stimulating discussions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
97-02-17686!.
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Characteristic features of the x-ray spectra of a plasma
produced by heating CO 2 clusters by intense
femtosecond laser pulses with l50.8 and 0.4 mm

S. Dobosz, M. Schmidt, M. Perdrix, P. Meynadier, O. Gobert,
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The x-ray spectra of a plasma produced by heating CO2 clusters with
intense femtosecond laser pulses withl50.8 mm andl50.4 mm are
investigated. Spatially resolved x-ray spectra of the cluster plasma are
obtained. The observed characteristic features of the x-ray emission
spectra show unequivocally that such a plasma contains quite a large
relative number of ions (.1022– 1023) with energies of 0.1–1 MeV.
The contour of the O VIII Lya line is found to have characteristic
features that are especially conspicuous when the clusters are heated
with second-harmonic pulses. These features cannot be explained by
any mechanisms known to the authors. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00418-6#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm

1. In the last few years a new class of targets, falling between solid-state and ra
gas targets, has been actively used in investigations of the interaction of subpicos
laser pulses with matter. These are so-called cluster targets, i.e., gas beams that
100–1000 nm size clusters consisting of a substantial number (1032107) of molecules
and having solid-state densities. On the one hand such targets possess all pract
vantages of gases~easy control, simple replacement, good replication, and so on! and on
the other hand they make it possible to investigate all processes characteristic fo
material density. In the last few years the self-focusing of short laser pulses in pla
the production of hollow ions, high-harmonic generation,1–5 and the production of high-
energy ions~all the way up to 1 MeV! in plasmas6,7 have been discovered using su
cluster targets.
4850021-3640/98/68(6)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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It should be noted that the picture of the interaction of short laser pulses
clusters is still far from clear. For example, there now exist several models which
different explanations of the ionization of cluster targets.1,8,9 Similarly, the mechanism
leading to the generation of fast ions in such a plasma has not been definitively
mined.

In the present letter it is shown that x-ray spectroscopic methods of investigatio
be used successfully for the systematic acquisition of a large volume of experim
information about the plasma of cluster targets. Specifically, the characteristic fea
which we have detected in the x-ray emission spectra unequivocally show that
plasma contains quite a large relative number of ions (.1022– 1023) with energies of
0.1–1 MeV.

2. The experiments were performed on the laser unit at Center d’Etudes de S
~France!. A titanium–sapphire laser with 60 fs pulses with energy 70 mJ at the fu
mental frequency (l las50.8 mm) or 20 mJ in the second harmonic was used to heat
plasma. Focusing of the radiation with a parabolic mirror gave a radiation flux densi
to 1018 W/cm2. The cluster target was produced by adiabatic expansion into vacuum
small amount of CO2 gas emerging from a gas valve through a pulsed nozzel 0.3 m
diameter. The gas pressure in the valve was 10–40 atm.

The x radiation of the plasma was detected simultaneously with three spectrog
with spherically curved mica crystals.10 The radii of curvature of the crystals wer
R5100 mm andR5150 mm and the spectral resolution wasl/Dl52000– 4000 with
spatial resolutiondx;15– 25mm. The spectral ranges 17–17.8 Å, 15.8–16 Å, and 18
19.2 Å containing the 1snp1P1–1s2 (n>3) lines of He-like O VII and the
np 2P– 1s 2S (n52, 3) lines of H-like O VIII, were observed. An example of the spe
trograms and densitometer traces obtained by heating clusters with laser pulses of t
harmonic (l50.8 mm) are shown in Fig. 1.

3. A characteristic feature of the emission spectra of a CO2 plasma can be seen i

FIG. 1. Emission spectra of a plasma produced by the interaction of a femtosecond laser pulse at the
mental frequency (l50.8 mm) with CO2 clusters. The gas pressure in the valve was 15 atm.
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Fig. 1 ~we note that similar spectra were observed usingl50.8 and 0.4mm radiation for
heating!. This feature is due to the presence of a strong asymmetry of the profiles o
spectral lines of H- and He-like oxygen ions. Such an asymmetric line shape, not p
ously observed in experiments with laser plasmas, cannot be due to thermal Dopp
Stark broadening of the spectral lines in plasma. We propose below a simple mod
explains the observed shape of the spectral lines. The basic features of the model!
line broadening due to macroscopic motion~expansion! of the plasma, and b! appearance
of asymmetry of the shapes of the lines of oxygen ions as a result of the photoioniza
absorption on H- and He-like carbon ions present in the CO2 plasma.

4. If it is assumed that ion acceleration occurs only at the moment when the
radiation acts, then fort@t las (t las is the duration of the laser pulse! an ion with velocity
v will be located at a distancey5vt from the plasma center, i.e., spatial separation
ions moving with different velocities will occur. In this connection we shall examine
following model of an expanding plasma. Let they axis determine the direction towar
the detection spectrograph~see Fig. 1!. Let Ni* (y) be the density of ions in the excite
statei which are located at a distancey from the plasma center~i.e., the focusing point of
the laser pulse!, and letv(y) be their velocity of directed motion; accordingly,v(y) is a
linear functionv(y)5by, whereb5 const. Consider a spectral line due to a radiat
transitioni→k with frequencyv ik , and let the line shape aty50 ~i.e., for ions which are
on average at rest! be given by the symmetric functionSik(uv2v iku). Let us also assume
that the plasma possesses absorbing properties and that the mechanism of abso
wideband, i.e., the absorption coefficientk(y) is independent ofv in a narrow frequency
band Dv/v!1. Since the spectrograph detects the total radiation from all ions,
observed profile will be determined by the expression

Fik
obs~v2v ik!5

E
2`

1`

expH 2E
y

`

k~x!dxJ Ni* ~y!AikSikS v2v ikS 11
by

c D Ddy

E
2`

1`

expH 2E
y

`

k~dx!J Ni* ~y!Aikdy

, ~1!

where the factor (11by/c) in the argument ofSik derives from the Doppler frequenc
shift. One can see from expression~1! that the presence of the factor exp@2*y

`kdx# in the
integrand results in the appearance of an asymmetry of the observed profile even
functions k(y), Ni* (y), and Sik(v2v ik) are themselves symmetric. Expression~1!
makes it possible to describe the observed spectra qualitatively correctly even with
rough assumptions about the form of the functionsNi* (y), k(y), andSik(v2v ik). In the
calculations whose results are shown by the thick lines in Fig. 1, it was assume
Sik(v2v ik) is a d function, while the absorption coefficientk(y) and the populations
Ni* (y) of the excited levels are proportional to the densityN0(y) of ground-state ions, for
which we employed the model functionN0 /(11(y/y0)2), which is characteristic for
cylindrical expansion of a plasma. In this case the observed line profiles depend on
two parameters:a5by0 /c and the optical thicknesst ik of the plasma. The best agree
ment between the computed and observed spectra~see Fig. 1! was obtained with
a51023 andt ik59.

5. It can be shown~see Ref. 11 for details! that under the conditions of the prese
experiment photoionization absorption, i.e., absorption accompanying bound–free
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sitions, is responsible for the wide-band absorption of x-ray photons. This process c
efficient enough only if the ground state of the ion is subject to photoionization, sinc
populations of the excited levels of the ions in a plasma are, as a rule, low. The thre
character of photoionization absorption~only photons with energy greater than the io
ization energy of an ion are subject to absorption! is the reason why this mechanis
ordinarily has no effect on plasma emission spectra.

Another situation can arise in plasma with a complex chemical composition. In
case the spectral lines of ions of one chemical element can photoionize ions of a dif
element; here the concentration of the latter ions in the plasma can be substanti
example, in our CO2 plasma the lines of He-like O VII can photoionize H-like C VI. Th
plasma optical thicknesst ik associated with such a process can be estimated11 as
t ik.1 – 7, which should lead to a modification of the emission spectra of the2
plasma.

6. Since in our experiments the spectral line broadening was due to the dir
motion of plasma, analysis of the line profiles, generally speaking, can be used to
sure the distributionN(v) of ions over the expansion velocity. Although in the case o
CO2 plasma direct measurements ofN(v) are impossible because of the existence
photoionization absorption, the use of model functions for values of the parametersa and
t ik giving good agreement with experiment makes it possible to estimate the distrib
N(v). Our plasma contained ions with expansion velocities up tov'3.63108 cm/s~i.e.,
with energies'1 MeV), and the relative number of such ions was'731023.

7. Let us examine the possible mechanisms that could lead to the production o
fast ions in a femtosecond laser plasma. We note that ion acceleration can occu
result of various processes associated with the appearance of strong electric fields
plasma. Possible mechanisms that have been discussed include the Coulomb explo
molecules and clusters7 and the ‘‘hydrodynamic’’ acceleration of ions accompanying t
expansion of clusters under the influence of the electron kinetic energy.12. The pondero-
motive acceleration of ions by high-frequency pressure forces due directly to the in
laser radiation in the plasma near the critical densityNc was discussed in Refs. 13 and 1
for quite long nanosecond-range laser pulses, for whicht las is substantially greater tha
the acceleration time. Estimates of the maximum ion energy for different acceler
mechanisms show~see Ref. 11 for a more detailed discussion! that under the conditions
of our experiment neither a Coulomb explosion of molecules or clusters nor hydr
namic acceleration of ions with a Maxwellian electron distribution function can lea
the appearance of an appreciable number of'1 MeV ions.

The action of a superintense field of ultrashort laser pulses on a plasma opens
interesting possibility for ponderomotive acceleration of ions up to high energies.15 Let us
consider a model of a plasma produced by the action of radiation on a clusterize
where the intercluster plasma density~which is formed from the uncondensed gas! is
lower than the critical value, while the density of the plasma clusters is much higher
the critical value. A ponderomotive force in standing waves formed as a result of re
tion from clusters will act on the ions of the intercluster plasma by means of the ch
separation field for the duration of the laser pulse. In this period of time ions with ch
Zi and massMi acquire the velocity

v i.~Zi /Mi !Fpt las.~Zi /Mi !~mevE
2/4l E!t las, ~2!
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whereFp5mevE
2/4l E5e2Elas

2 /4mev0
2l E is the ponderomotive force acting on an electr

in the standing wave of a laser field with electric field intensityElas ~which can exceed
the electric field intensity of the laser field incident on the plasma!, frequencyv0 , and
characteristic scalel E.c/2v0 . Formula~2! is valid for laser pulse durations less than t
acceleration timel E /v i but greater than the period of the electronic plasma oscillatio
For simplicity it was also assumed that the amplitudevE of the velocity of the electron
oscillations in the laser field does not exceed the speed of light. The maximum ene
the accelerated ions is, according to Eq.~2!,

Miv i
2/2.~Zi /8!mec

2~Zime /Mi !~vE /c!4~v0t las!
2. ~3!

The condition for acceleration to be nonstationary is

v0t las,2~MiZme!
1/2c/vE5v0t* . ~4!

For longer laser pulses, in which case the condition inverse to~4! holds (t las.t* ), the
maximum ion energy is determined by the total ponderomotive potential drop and e

Miv i
2/2.~Zi /4!mec

2~vE /c!2. ~5!

For laser pulse duration corresponding to a transition from nonstationary to stati
acceleration (t las.t* ) the two formulas~3! and ~5! give practically the same energy
Under the conditions of the experiment that we are discussing (Zi58, t las.60 fs), with
vE /c.1, we havet las.t* , and according to Eqs.~3! and~5! the maximum energy of the
accelerated ions is.1 MeV, which agrees with the results of x-ray spectroscopic m
surements. We also note that for an uncondensed~intercluster! gas densityna.3
31019 cm23 (P51 atm) the number of ions in the intercluster plasma will be only 2–
times less than the number of ions in the clusters. Then the number of electro
sufficient to maintain the charge-separation field which allows the ponderomotive
to act on the ions. The number of accelerated ions, which is determined by their d
in the region of the standing wave, will also be sufficiently large for the conditions u
study, when the distance between the clusters is of the order of half the wavelength
laser radiation.

8. The experiments performed showed that the spatial structure of a plasma
duced by the heating of clusters can have the form of either two luminescing points
channel. This depends mainly not on the frequency of the heating radiation but rath
the gas pressure in the valve and thereby on the size of the clusters obtained a
average density of matter in the interaction region — a plasma channel arises for a high
gas densities and two spatially separated luminescing regions arise for lower gas
ties.

9. The strongest difference between the emission spectra of a plasma produc
pulses of the first and second harmonics is observed in the region of the Lya resonance
line of the H-like O VIII ion, i.e., forl.19 Å ~see Fig. 2!. Just as in the spectra exam
ined above, the line shape is likewise sharply asymmetric and has a wide
wavelength wing, but in contrast to all other lines several maxima are clearly seen o
wing, their number and position depending onl las ~one or two additional maxima fo
l las50.8 mm and five or six forl las50.4 mm). The experiments performed showed th
the position of these maxima are reproduced very well and that they cannot be an
mental effect associated with the reflection properties of the crystal. Theoretical esti
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show that these maxima cannot be due to any of the following: laser or plasma sate
transitions in hollow ions, high harmonics of the warming radiation, or the resu
Zeeman splitting in ultrahigh quasistatic fields.

10. In summary, this study has achieved the following reults:

– spatially resolved x-ray spectra of a cluster plasma were obtained;

– photoionizational absorption was found to influence the shape of the spe
lines;

– ions accelerated to 1 MeV as a result of the interaction of a femtosecond
pulse with the clusters were detected by x-ray-spectroscopic methods, and an acce
mechanism was proposed;

– characteristic features of the shape of the O VIII Lya line, which are especially
conspicuous when the clusters are heated with second-harmonic pulses and can
explained by any mechanisms known to the authors, were observed.

This work was supported in part by Grants 98-02-1623 and 96-02-16111 from
Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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Collective effects in a system of Pearl vortices and the
magnetization of a thin superconducting film

A. N. Artemova)

Donetsk Physicotechnical Institute, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences,
340114 Donetsk, Ukraine

~Submitted 31 July 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 460–465~25 September 1998!

The magnetization curves of a thin superconducting monolayer are cal-
culated. It is found that for sufficiently high fields and temperatures the
magnetization of a monolayer exhibits the same features as the revers-
ible magnetization of layered superconductors in high fields. It is
shown that these features are due to instability with respect to the
dissociation of pairs of Pearl vortices into a gas of free vortices and to
collective effects in a system of free vortices.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00518-0#

PACS numbers: 74.76.Bz, 74.25.Ha

Experimental investigations of the magnetization of high-Tc superconductors in a
magnetic field directed along thec axis have shown that there exists a wide range
fields and temperatures in which the magnetization is reversible. The temperatur
field dependences of a magnetic sample in this range exhibit a variety of charact
features which have been observed both in bismuth-based superconductors with a
layered structure1–4 and in the less anisotropic yttrium- and mercury-based su
conductors.5 The reversible magnetization curves of these superconductors inters
one point at a certain temperatureT* , while belowT* they show a linear temperatur
dependence.

The theoretical interpretations of the behavior of the magnetization are based o
idea of a layered structure of superconductors. The free energy of a system of Abri
vortices formed from two-dimensional~2D! vortices, including the contribution of har
monic oscillations of 2D vortices near their equilibrium positions, is obtained in Re
A different approach is developed in Ref. 7, where the renormalization-group meth
used to analyze the effect of critical fluctuations of the order parameter of a lay
superconductor near the second critical fieldHc2 on the thermodynamic properties of th
superconductor. In Ref. 8 the thermodynamics of a superconductor is constructe
model where the superconducting layers are represented as reservoirs containing a
librium number of 2D vortices and antivortices. At least qualitative agreement
experimental results is obtained in all of these works.

In the present letter the thermodynamic properties of a system of Pearl vortice
thin superconducting film are studied, and it is shown that the equilibrium magnetiz
of the system can possess the same features as that of layered superconductors.
4920021-3640/98/68(6)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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To describe the thermodynamics of the system we shall follow Ref. 9. The
energy densityF of a system of Pearl vortices in an external magnetic field is a func
of temperatureT and magnetic inductionB5S21*dxh(x)5w0(r12r2), whereh(x) is
the z component of the microscopic magnetic field in the film,r65N6 /S is the density
of vortices directed along and opposite to the field,f0 is a magnetic flux quantum, andS
is the area of the film. The thermodynamic or internal fieldHi in a superconductor is
determined by the expression10

]F

]B
5

Hi

4p
. ~1!

For a long cylinder in a longitudinal field,Hi coincides with the external fieldHe . To
study the magnetization of a thin film we cannot use either this approximation o
infinite-film approximation, whereB5He and the magnetic moment is zero. We sh
assume that the sample is an oblate ellipsoid of revolution with minor axisd and diameter
D@d and that the external field is directed along the minor axis. In this case the fieHi

and the inductionB are related with the external fieldHe by the relation11

~12n!Hi5He2nB, ~2!

wheren512d/pD is the demagnetization factor in the direction of the field.

We define the density of the Gibbs potential as9

G~He ,T!5F2
BHi

4p
2

1

8p

nB2

12n
. ~3!

In the limit of a long cylindern→0 this expression acquires the standard form. The gr
partition function of the system of vortices in the sample has the form

J5e2bG5 (
N1 ,N2

em1N11m2N2

N1!N2! S E d2x

pj2D N11N2

3expH 2~N11N2!bE02
b

2 (
i j

U~xi2xj !2bVdGJ , ~4!

whereb51/T, E0 is the energy of the vortex core,U(xi2xj ) is the interaction energy o
Pearl vortices, anddG is the last term in expression~3!. The interaction energy of Pea
vortices can be calculated in the ring approximation.12 This approximation takes into
account the contribution of collective effects to the free energy of the system.
corresponding calculations are performed in Ref. 9.

In an external magnetic field the numberN1 of vortices oriented along the field i
different from the numberN2 oriented opposite to the field. This imbalance has the ef
that diagrams which depend on the differenceN12N2 and which vanish in the absenc
of a field appear in the expansion of the free energy. Such diagrams must also be
into account in the calculations. Their contribution to the energy is proportional to
average interaction energyU(q50)5S22*dxidxjU(xi2xj ). In an infinite film this ex-
pression diverges and the integration must be bounded by the dimensions of the s
This part of the free energy can be obtained by averaging the expression for the in
tion energy over the sample volume directly in the argument of the exponential in Eq~4!.
It gives the magnetic flux energy in the sample
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1

2(i j E dr i

V

dr j

V
U~xi2xj !5V

f2~r12r2!2

8p

1

12n
5V

B2

8p

1

12n
. ~5!

Here r5(x,z) and the integration extends over the sample volume. The contributio
terms with the minimum wave vectorqmin;1/D, which is associated with the nonzer
topological charge of a system of vortices in a magnetic field, to the free ener
thereby singled out. This has no effect on the result of summing the ring diagrams,
qmin does not contribute to their sum.

Introducing the dimensionless variablespj2r65n6 and pj2Hi (e) /f05hi (e) , we
obtain for the dimensionless potentialg5bGpj2d the expression

g5n1~ ln n121!1n2~ ln n221!1p~n11n2!@12 ln 4p~n11n2!#1p~n11n2!e0

1
1

4L2
W@16pL2~N11n2!#14pk2

~n12n2!2

12n
28pk2hi~n12n2!. ~6!

All lengths are presented in units of the coherence lengthj, p5f0
2/16p2LT,

L5l2/2d is the effective Pearl length,k5l/j, pe05bE0, and

W@x#5
1

2
ln

x

4
1Au12xu 5 tan21

1

Ax21
2

p

2
, x>1

1

2
ln

11A12x

12A12x
, x<1.

Differentiating Eq.~6! with respect ton6 , we obtain the equilibrium equation

ln n62pln~n11n2!14pW8@16pL~n11n2!#68pk2
~n12n22he!

12n
5p~ ln 4p2e0!.

~7!

Subtracting one of the equations in~7! from the other, we obtain a relation between t
equilibrium densities of vortices and the magnetic moment of the sample:

ln
n1

n2
5216pk2

n12n22he

12n
5216pk2m. ~8!

In ordinary units the expression for the moment 4pM5(B2He)/(12n) can be written
as

4pM5m
f0

pj2
.

The equilibrium characteristics of a system of Pearl vortices in the sample
function of temperature for different values of the external field are shown in Fig
These dependences were obtained by solving Eqs.~7! numerically with the following
numerical values of the parameters:L(0)/j(0)5500, k550, n50.99, e053, and
Tc0 /TKT51.2. It was also assumed that the London and correlation lengths of the s
conductor have the model temperature dependence:
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l~T!5l0 /A12T2/Tc0
2 , j~T!5j0 /A12T2/Tc0

2 ,

whereTc0 is the superconducting transition temperature. The values of the magnetic
h05Hepj0

2/f0 presented in the figure approximately correspond to the r
He /Hc2(T50). The equilibrium densities of vortices are shown in the figure as a fu
tion of temperature. All possible types of solutions of the equations of equilibrium~7! in
a magnetic field are presented here. All solutions exhibit sharp growth of the dens
vortices at temperatureT.TKT . This growth is replaced by an almost horizontal secti
for n1 at low temperatures. In sufficiently high fields (h0.1025) this solution extends
essentially to zero temperature. In weaker fields (h0,1025), as the temperature de
creases further, the plateau in the dependencen1(T) is replaced by a sharp decrease
the density of vortices. Depending on the magnitude of the external field, the sol
type can change continuously (h05231026) or abruptly (h05531026), as was noted
in Ref. 9. There are two reasons for this behavior of the solutions — instability
thermally excited vortex dipoles with respect to their dissociation into a gas of
vortices, resulting in a Kosterlitz–Thouless transition, and collective effects in a sy
of free vortices, manifested as screening of the interaction of the vortices.

FIG. 1. a! Density of Pearl vortices versus temperature for different values of the external magnetic fie!
Screening length versus temperature. The dashed line shows the temperature dependence of the effecti
L. c! Magnetic moment of the sample versus the temperature for different values of the external magneti
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Instability appears at temperatureTKT . To show this we shall study the asymptot
behavior at extremely high vortex densitiesn1'n1@n12n2 for a potentialg. In this
case the last three terms in Eq.~6! can be neglected, as can the difference betweenn1

andn2 , which we denote byn0:

g'2~12p!n0~ ln n021!22pn0~ ln 8p2e0!.

It is evident that forp51 the coefficient multiplying the logarithm of the density chang
sign, which signifies that instability appears forp,1. The conditionp51 determines the
temperature at which instability appears:

TKT5
f2

16p2L~TKT!
. ~9!

The appearance of instability at this temperature in thin superconducting films wa
cussed in Ref. 13.

The flat section of the curver1(T) is due to collective effects in a system o
interacting Pearl vortices. The energy of a Pearl vortex is finite.14 It depends on the value
of the effective lengthL, which is a characteristic length of the magnetic core o
vortex. If the density of vortices in the system is finite, then another characteristic le
appears — the Debye screening length

d5A 2pLT

f0
2~r11r2!

.

For d@L collective effects do not play a large role in the behavior of a system
vortices. In the opposite limit their role is decisive. The temperature dependence
screening length is shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line showsL(T). One can see that th
temperatures at whichd5L are correlated with the temperatures at which the platea
the curver1(T) is replaced by a sharp drop in the density. This means that the
temperature tails of the curvesr6(T) are due to the behavior of individual Pearl vortice
while in the high-temperature region we have screened vortices, which are colle
formations. The advantage of a collective state of a system of vortices is due to th
that the energy of a screened Pearl vortex is determined not by the lengthL but rather by
the lengthd, which is much shorter at this temperature.

These two factors are responsible for the characteristic features of the magneti
of a superconducting film. For high fields and temperatures, where collective effect
system of Pearl vortices play a decisive role, the magnetization curves~figure! behave
just as the curves of reversible magnetization of high-Tc superconductors.1–3,5 This is
natural, since the collective states of screened 2D and Pearl vortices~for d,D) are
qualitatively the same. The temperatureT* at which the magnetization curves intersect
this model depends on the external field. As the fieldh0→`, it asymptotically ap-
proaches the valueTKT .

In these field and temperature ranges, where collective effects are of no c
quence, the magnetization of the sample is determined by the edge barrier, which
considered in our model. As a result, in weak fields low-temperature plateaus app
the magnetization curves.
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In summary, collective effects in a system of magnetic vortices and the Koster
Thouless instability determine the characteristic features of the reversible magneti
of both bulk layered superconductors and Pearl films.
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Synthesis of a bulk crystalline phase of carbon nitride

V. P. Dymont,a) E. M. Nekrashevich, and I. M. Starchenko
Institute of Solid State Physics and Semiconductors, National Academy of Sciences
of Belarus, 220076 Minsk, Belarus

~Submitted 10 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 466–468~25 September 1998!

A crystalline phase, whose lattice parameters are close to those of theo-
retically predicted carbon nitride, is synthesized by a high-pressure
technique from a precursor containing carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00618-5#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Je, 81.20.Zx

The works of Liu and Cohen,1,2 win which a value of the bulk modulus~427 GPa!
comparable to that of diamond~443 GPa! was obtained on the basis of quantum-chemi
calculations of the structural and electronic properties of the hypothetical carbon n
C3N4, initiated many attempts to synthesize this substance. A quite complete revie
works concerning the synthesis and investigation of the properties of carbon nitr
given in Refs. 3 and 4. Most experimental works concern the production of carb
nitrogen films and the investigation of their physical properties. As for the synthesis
bulk crystalline carbon–nitrogen phase, we know of only one work5 where a crystalline
phase, which x-ray diffraction shows to be cubic and different from all of the theo
cally predicted crystal structures, was obtained from a mixture of carbon~graphite,
amorphous, carbon or C60) and nitrogen at pressure 3065 GPa and temperature 2000
2500 K.

In the present letter we report the results of synthesis of a bulk carbon–nitr
phase from a precursor containing carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen.

The precursor was synthesized in an ammonia solution of sodium acetylenide
electrochemical process, following a procedure similar to that described in Ref. 6
result was a substance which consists of a light-brown powder. X-ray diffraction ana
performed at room temperature using CuKa radiation, showed that the powder has
crystal structure~Fig. 1a!. Figure 2a shows the IR spectrum of the precursor. A num
of well-defined absorption bands are observed in the room-temperature spectrum
region 1000–4000 cm21. The wide band in the region 3600–3100 cm21 could be due to
vibrations of the N—H bond. The absorption band in the region 2800–3000 cm21 is due
to C—H vibrations, the shape of this peak showing definitely thatsp3– CH3 groups make
the main contribution. The band at 1700 cm21 can be attributed to vibrations of th
double bond CvN, while the band at 1630 cm21 can be attributed tosp2

uCvC
vibrations, which are ordinarily IR-inactive. The appearance of this band attests indir
to the presence of carbon and nitrogen bonds. The band at 1550 cm21 can be attributed
4980021-3640/98/68(6)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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to vibrations of the NH2 group. The narrow absorption line at 1380 cm21 is most likely
due to the presence of CH3C groups in the material.

It is well known7 that synthesis under high-pressure conditions could be effectiv
obtaining carbon nitride. We employed the high-pressure method of synthesis.
pressure was produced in an apparatus of the type using an anvil with a recess ag
toroid. Taking into consideration the results of Ref. 8, where the conditions for the
dynamic stability of covalent carbon nitride were estimated, we performed a seri
syntheses under comparatively soft conditions — pressures up to 6 GPa and tempe
up to 400 °C. As a result, a black polycrystalline substance was obtained from the
cursor. The x-ray diffraction pattern of the synthesized material is presented in Fig.
series of narrow reflections of a new crystalline phase is observed against a backg
consisting of two wide lines~half-width about 4°), which on the basis of their angu
positions can be attributed to reflections from the$002% and$101% planes of polycrystal-
line graphite. The set of observed interplanar distances can be described on the b

FIG. 1. Room-temperature diffraction pattern obtained in CuKa radiation: a — for the precursor, b — for the
substance synthesized under pressure.

FIG. 2. IR transmission spectra: a — precursor, b — substance synthesized under pressure.
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a hexagonal unit cell with the parametersa56.65 Å andc54.82 Å. The computed
positions of the reflections are marked by arrows in Fig. 1b. The lines withd52.02, 1.82,
and 1.63 Å, which are not indexed on the basis of a hexagonal cell, could belong
~206!, ~400!, and ~109! reflections of carbyne — a linear allotropic modification o
carbon.9

The IR spectrum of the synthesized substance has essentially no absorption ba
the range 1000–4000 cm21 ~Fig. 2b!. This indicates that the synthesis conditions ha
effected a radical transformation of the ensemble of chemical bonds in the initial
stance.

Figure 3 shows the room-temperature Raman scattering spectrum of the synth
substance at excitation wavelengthl5514.5 nm. Very weak bands centered at;1350
and 1600 cm21, which correspond to scattering from disordered graphite, can be di
guished in the spectrum.

It can be concluded on the basis of x-ray diffraction analysis that the subs
obtained consists of a mixture of at least three phases: a poorly ordered graphite p
phase which is possiblya-carbyne, and a hexagonal phase whose lattice parameter
quite close to those of hypothetical carbon nitride. Many different crystal structures
different cell parameters and symmetry have been proposed for carbon nitride2 For
example, hexagonala-C3N4 would have parametersa56.47 Å andc54.71 Å, while for
hexagonalb-C4N3, where some nitrogen atoms are replaced by carbon,a56.45 Å and
c54.80 Å.8 The lattice parameters of our hexagonal phase are close to those ofb-C4N3.
The somewhat larger value of the parametera ~the difference is 3%! is most likely due to
the characteristic structural features of covalent carbon nitride.

Additional investigations must be performed in order to say anything more defi
about the structure and composition of the crystalline phase that we obtained. How
it can be inferred with high probability that we have successfully synthesized crysta
carbon nitride.

FIG. 3. Raman scattering spectrum of the substance synthesized under pressure.
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Investigation of the crystallization of liquid iron under
pressure: extrapolation of the melt viscosity into
the megabar range

V. V. Brazhkina)

Institute of High-Pressure Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk,
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 11 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 469–474~25 September 1998!

Measurements are made of the average size of the crystallites in Fe
samples obtained by rapid quenching from the melt at high pressures up
to 95 kbar. The data obtained make it possible to estimate the pressure
dependence of the viscosity of the Fe melt. It is found that, contrary to
the existing empirical models, the viscosity increases along the melting
curve under compression. Extrapolation of the pressure dependences
obtained to theP,T conditions corresponding to the Earth’s core gives
extremely high values of the viscosity, ranging from 102 Pa•s up to
1011 Pa•s in the outer core, which suggests that the inner core is in a
glassy state. The possibility that the lines of vitrification and melting of
substances intersect in the megabar range is discussed. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00718-X#

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ks, 64.70.Dv

1. Unlike the case of metals in the crystalline state, reasearch on the propert
liquid metals under high pressure has been extremely fragmentary. This is especial
of the kinetic properties, such as the viscosity and self-diffusion coefficient.1 At the same
time it is difficult to exaggerate the importance of information about these character
for a number of metallic melts under high pressures, since a substantial portion
deep interior of celestial bodies, including the Earth’s outer core, is in a liquid met
state under conditions of high static compression.2,3

For liquid metals, reliable data have been obtained only for the viscosity u
pressure in Hg up to pressures of 10–12 kbar4 and for the self-diffusion coefficients o
Cs, K, and Na up to pressures of 3–4 kbar.5 The increase in the viscosity and the decrea
in the self-diffusion coefficients in metallic melts under compression are negligibl
only several tens of percent under pressures;10 kbar.4,5

Different empirical models are used to describe the viscosity of metallic m
According to Ref. 1, the viscosity of liquids remains virtually constant along the me
curve. This signifies that the viscosity and diffusion coefficient depend only on
reduced temperatureT/Tm , whereTm is the melting temperature. The weak press
dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient along the melting curve has been p
theoretically only for systems with a homogeneous potential function.6 On the basis of
5020021-3640/98/68(6)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the Arrhenius temperature and pressure dependences of the viscosity

h;expS Eact0
1PVact

kT
D , ~1!

whereVact is the activation volume,Eact0
is the activation energy at normal pressure, t

activation volume for liquid metals is very small,;0.05Vat, whereVat is the atomic
volume.1,7

We note that for other classes of melts — organic liquids and liquid inert gase
the increase in the viscosity with pressure is much larger: 1–3 orders of magnitud
pressure increasing up to 10 kbar and 5–14 orders of magnitude for pressure incr
up to 30–80 kbar.8–10

It is perhaps of greatest interest to study the viscosity and solidification of liqui
under pressure, since a large portion of the Earth’s core apparently consists of a
based on Fe~the inner core is thought to be crystalline!. The viscosity of the melt in the
core largely determines the heat and mass transfer and the Earth’s magnetic fi2,3

Different kinds of indirect experiments give extremely diverse values for the estim
viscosity of the outer core, ranging over 14 orders of magnitude — from 1023 to 1011

Pa•s.1

The viscosity of Fe melts under pressure has not been investigated experime
The empirical models examined above1 predict that the viscosity of liquid iron under th
conditions corresponding to the Earth’s core should be close to the viscosity of liquid
at normal pressure;1022 Pa•s,1 but the validity of extrapolating these models
megabar pressures and over the severalfold change in the density of the melt rema
to question.7

Therefore investigations of the viscosity of iron melts under pressure and the
struction of appropriate models that describe adequately the viscosity of liquids o
wide range of pressures and densities remain extremely urgent problems.

2. The high melting temperatures of iron~1811 K atP50, ;5000 K atP;3 Mbar!
make it extremely difficult to perform direct measurements of the viscosity of m
under pressure. In the present work we employed the method of estimating the cha
viscosity with pressure on the basis of an investigation of the average grain si
samples crystallized at different pressures.11,12This method has been used by the pres
author to investigate Pb, In, and Cu melts under pressure.11,13 At high rates of cooling
Ṫ.103 K/s, the condition of homogeneous nucleation and growth of crystalline gr
holds for sufficiently pure melts. The grain size is determined mainly by the diffu
coefficient or viscosity and can be estimated as12

d;tU;CDTS DT

Tm
D 2

expS 2Eact

kTcr
D , ~2!

wheret is the average grain growth time corresponding to the crystallization time;U is
the grain growth rate;C depends on the cooling rate, the melting temperature and
thalpy, the surface tension, the specific volume of the solid phase, and the Deby
quency;Tcr is the crystallization temperature of the melt;DT is the amount of supercool
ing (DT5Tm2Tcr); and, Eact is the effective diffusion activation energy, whic
determines the viscosity. To a first approximation, the relative change of grain size
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pressure in samples crystallized in theP,T region of stability of one phase corresponds
the relative change in the melt viscosity with pressure at the crystallization tempera
~which are close to the melting temperatures!:

h~P1!

h~P2!
'

d~P2!

d~P1!
. ~3!

Therefore the empirical models proposed in Ref. 1 predict that the same grain s
samples crystallized at different pressures.

3. Iron with a purity of 99.99% was used in experiments. Pressure in the 10–95
range was produced in a chamber of the ‘‘toroid’’ type. The sample, consisting
cylinder 2 mm high and 2 mm in diameter pressed from Fe powder, was placed ins
ampul made from a NaCl single crystal. The ends of the sample were in contact w
caps having a diameter of 6 mm. The sample was heated and cooled by direct pas
an ac current pulse of duration;0.3 s, withJ;1.5–2 kA andU;2 –3 V. The measured
average cooling rate of the melt near the melting temperature was, to a high deg
accuracy, the same as the value estimated from the heat conduction equation
equalled 3 – 53103 K/s. As the pressure increased from 20 to 95 kbar, the ave
cooling rate increased by only 30–40%. The size and morphology of the crystal g
were investigated on an MBS-10 optical microscope and a Stereoscan MK2 sca
electron microscope. We investigated both cleavage surfaces of the sample, whic
cleaved in nitrogen, and polished sections that had been treated in the appro
etchants. We note that on cooling at pressures 0,P,50 kbar the iron melt crystallizes in
the bccd phase, while forP.50 kbar it crystallizes in the fccg phase. The smal
changes in volume which accompany phase transformations in solid iron on coo
(;1% for theg –a transition and 0.5% ford –g) and the high plasticity of the crystal
suggest that grain-size reduction did not occur in the solid state. Repeated me
solidification of the samples did not show an appreciable change in crystallite siz
agreement with the assumption of homogeneous nucleation.

The average radius of the columnar crystals was taken as the grain size. Th
obtained are presented in Fig. 1. It is obvious that a large change in grain size~by almost
a factor of 3 with a pressure change of 40 kbar! does not correspond to the mode
examined in Ref. 1.

4. The estimated change in the viscosity of the Fe melt under pressure ranging
56 to 95 kbar corresponds to an effective activation volumeVact;(0.35–0.4)Vat. The
different level of absolute values of the grain size in iron polycrystals obtained at
suresP,50 kbar and 56 kbar,P, 95 kbar is apparently due to the different values
the surface tension of the melt relative to thed- andg-phase crystals. Previous invest
gations of the viscosity of melts of substances such as Pb, In, and Cu under pressu
to 80 kbar also established pressure dependences of the viscosity that corresp
activation volumesVact;(0.2–0.35)Vat.

11,13 It can be inferred that the increase in th
effective activation volume for the viscosity of metallic melts from;0.05Vat at pres-
suresP,10 kbar to (0.2–0.4)Vat at pressuresP>30 kbar is a quite general phenomeno
In consequence, the empirical models examined in Ref. 1 are incorrect starting at
sures of several tens of kilobars. We note that the effective activation volumes for
lecular organic liquids and liquid inert gases under pressure are (0.2–0.4)Vmol , where
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Vmol is the volume of a molecule.8,9 The effective activation volume for self-diffusio
coefficients in crystals under pressure is (0.3–1)Vat ~Ref. 7!, i.e., the activation volume in
melts under pressure approaches values characteristic for solids.

Extrapolation of the viscosity of liquid iron to theP,T conditions corresponding to
the Earth’s core~see Fig. 2! gives ;102 Pa•s near the core–mantle boundary (P'1.3
Mbar, T'4000 K, melt densityr'10.5 g/cm3) and 108–1011 Pa•s near the boundary o
the outer and inner cores (P;3.3 Mbar,T;5000 K, r'13.5 g/cm3). The fact that the
viscosity reaches;1010–1011 Pa•s at the boundary of the Earth’s inner core signifies t
with respect to seismic oscillations with frequencyn>1 Hz an iron melt will behave like
a solid.2 The idea that the Earth’s core is a viscoelastic body with the viscosity increa
in the inner part up to values corresponding to glass was advanced quite a long time2

In the light of the estimates presented above there are good reasons to believe t
hypothesis of a glassy state in the Earth’s inner core deserves another look. Th
values of the viscosity in the Earth’s outer core;104–106 Pa•s, which were estimated
from data on the damping of seismic waves,2 were apparently correct and correspond
to an average value between 102 Pa•s and 1010 Pa•s in the outer core. Such values of th

FIG. 1. a! Average grain size in iron samples obtained by rapid cooling from the melt (Ṫ;53103 K/s! versus
the pressure under which quenching was conducted. b! Photographs~with the same magnification! of cleaved
surfaces of Fe samples obtained under different pressures:1 — 56 kbar,2 — 72 kbar,3 — 95 kbar. The size
of the fields presented is 190mm3140 mm.
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viscosity can lead to a nonadiabatic temperature distribution in the core. The anoma
high ~for crystalline metals! experimentally measured value of the Poisson’s ratio of
inner core,;0.44,2 has a natural explanation on the basis of the hypothesis tha
interior zone of the core is in a metallic-glass state. New data on the anisotropy14 and the
precession15 of the inner core could also find an explanation on the basis of the con
of gradual vitrification of the core during the Earth’s evolution and continuing s
convection in the inner core.

We note that on account of the large increase of the viscosity of an Fe melt u
compression, rapid cooling (;103–106 K/s! of the melt under pressuresP.0.5–1 Mbar
should lead to solidification into a nanocrystalline or amorphous state, which adm
direct experimental check.

5. The data obtained do not agree with the assumption that the viscosity of me
melts is constant along the melting curve. On the basis of an Arrhenius-type pre
dependence the condition of constant viscosity means thatPVat/T5 const~if we neglect
Eact0

and assume thatVact and Vat are proportional quantities!. For a large increase in
density this condition corresponds to the relation

r324T215const, ~4!

sinceP;(Dr)425 ~Ref. 16!, whereDr is the density change under pressure. The c
dition

Tm;r121.5 ~5!

holds along the melting curve of iron in the megabar range.17 Correspondingly, we have
for the viscosity along the melting curve

h;exp~C1r1.522.5!;exp~C2P0.420.7!, ~6!

whereC1 andC2 are constants.

The pressure and temperature dependences of the viscosity determine the pos
the vitrification lineTg(P) in the T,P plane. It is known that vitrification is determine
mainly by the repulsive part of the effective pair potential

FIG. 2. P,T phase diagram of Fe. The hatched region corresponds to theP,T conditions in the Earth’s core
The glass temperature of iron is shown by the dashed line, and the provisional melting temperatureTm* and glass
temperatureTg* of the material in the Earth’s core are shown by the dotted and dot-and-dash lines, respec
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rTg
23/n5const, ~7!

wheren is the exponent in the repulsive potential.18 For Fe the effective pair potentia
with a repulsive part;1/r 8 has been used successfully in a wide range of densities
temperatures.19 This corresponds to the condition

Tg;r8/3, ~8!

in good agreement with the condition~4! for lines of constant viscosity. It follows from
Eqs.~5! and ~8! that at high pressures the curveTg(P) can intersect the melting curve
For the standard relation for metals under normal pressureTg'(0.3–0.4)Tm , theTg(P)
andTm(P) curves should intersect when the density of the melt has increased by a
of 2–2.5, which agrees completely with the estimates presented above for the vitrific
of the Earth’s inner core. We note that melting is likewise mainly determined by
repulsive potential, but the contribution of the attractive part of the potential to
dependenceTm(P) for metals is very substantial all the way up to megabar pressur20

and this leads to the weaker dependence~5!.

The intersection of the curvesTg(P) andTm(P) ~see Fig. 2! signifies that vitrifica-
tion under compression is possible in theP,T region of stability of the melt. An increas
of the viscosity of melts to values characteristic for glasses at temperaturesT.Tm should
lead to extremely long melting times of the corresponding crystals and the possibil
superheating of the crystals right up to the vitrification~glass! temperature during the
experimental times.

I thank S. M. Stishov, A. G. Lyapin, and S. V. Popov for many helpful suggest
and fruitful discussions and N. F. Borovikov, N. V. Kalyaev, and P. I. Artemov
assisting in the experiments.
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Collective effects accompanying magnetization of two-
dimensional lattices of nanosize magnetic particles
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Collective effects arising in a two-dimensional lattice of nanosize mag-
netic particles as a result of the dipole interparticle interaction are in-
vestigated by Hall magnetometry. The experimental system consists of
105 permalloy particles having a diameter of;40 nm and a height of
;40 nm and forming a lattice with a rectangular unit cell (90 nm
3180 nm). We attribute the characteristic features observed in the
magnetization curves to quasi-one-dimensionality of the experimental
lattice of particles and to the formation of solitons in chains of dipoles.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00818-4#

PACS numbers: 75.70.2i, 75.50.Tt, 75.30.2m

One reason for the collective behavior of a system of single-domain magnetic
ticles is their dipole interaction. In the case of ordered lattices of nanosize particle
interaction produces long-range order in the orientation of the magnetic moments
particles, the type of order being determined by the lattice symmetry.1 The possibility of
the existence of a temperature-induced phase transition in a two-dimensional sys
superparamagnetic particles interacting by dipole forces was pointed out in Ref.
example. Since the interaction energy of the particles is proportional to their sq
magnetic moment, the superparamagnetic phase transition temperature should b
high. This temperature can be controlled by varying the particle size and the interpa
distance. Such a phase transition may have been detected in self-organized ir
lattices of nanosize magnetic particles.3,4

In our work we investigated the effects of a dipole interaction in regular t
dimensional lattices of single-domain particles with controllable parameters. It wa
served that the magnetization curves~the shapes of the hysteresis loops! depend on the
orientation of the external magnetic field relative to the axes of the particle lattice an
the temperature. For a square lattice there is no magnetization hysteresis.

Two-dimensional lattices of nanosize magnetic particles were produced from
malloy films (Ni3Fe) by electronic lithography. The films were laser deposited o
substrate. Exposure of the electronic resist and investigation of the morphology o
lattices obtained were conducted in a JEM-2000EX electron microscope. Patterns
produced using C60 fullerene films as negative electron resists and Ti films as transmi
5090021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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layers. Plasma-chemical etching of the Ti layers was performed in a CF2Cl2 atmosphere,
while ion etching in an Ar atmosphere was used to transfer a figure to the permalloy
This method makes it possible to produce two-dimensional lattices consisting of c
drically shaped particles ranging from 15 to 100 nm in diameter and from 10 to 50 n
height, which is determined by the thickness of the initial Ni3Fe film.5 A system con-
taining approximately 105 particles with diameters;40250 nm and heights;45 nm,
forming a lattice with a 90 nm3180 nm rectangular unit cell~Fig. 1!, was prepared for
the magnetic measurements. Existing data show permalloy particles of this size
single-domain.6,7

Just as in Ref. 8, a difference scheme, consisting of two semiconductor~InSb! Hall
sensors with common potential contacts and independent current contacts was u
investigate the magnetic properties. The size of the working zone of the sensor
503100 mm and the thickness was;10 mm. The Hall bridges were manufactured b
the Scientific and Industrial Association ‘‘Sensor’’~St. Petersburg!. The system investi-
gated was produced in the working zone of one of the sensors. The method dev
makes it possible to measure the magnetic moment component perpendicular
sample plane to within;0.1 G in an up to 10 kOe external field in a wide temperat

FIG. 1. Secondary-electron image of a lattice of nanosize magnetic particles. The image was obtain
scanning electron microscope: a periodic lattice of 40–50 nm size permalloy particles can be seen a
background consisting of 10 nm irregularities of the substrate~result of ion etching!.
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range. It follows from the symmetry of the system and the anisotropic character o
dipole interaction that the easy axis lies in the plane of the sample and is parallel
shortest lattice vector. This anisotropy should be manifested as hysteresis whe
sample is magnetized in the indicated direction.

We shall characterize the direction of the external field by two anglesu and w,
where u is the angle measured from the normal to the sample (z axis! and w is the
azimuthal angle measured from the axis directed parallel to the particle chains (x axis!.
Since the method employed makes it possible to measure only the perpendicular c
nent of the magnetic moment, to investigate anisotropy in the sample plane we perf
measurements for three orientations of the external field: 1! u50; 2! u5p/4, w50;
3! u5p/4, w5p/2. The magnetization curves obtained atT54.2 K are presented in Fig
2. The hysteresis in Fig. 2b is qualitatively identical to expectations and attests t
existence of an easy axis parallel to the shortest lattice vector. The existence of a
nent magnetic moment for magnetization in the geometries 1 and 3 was unexpecte
dependence of the magnetization curves on the orientation of the field relative t
lattice axes cannot be explained by the properties of an individual particle and
manifestation of the collective behavior of the particles.

The remanent magnetization could be due to the formation of nonuniform s
~solitons! in the experimental system, which is close to being quasi-one-dimensi
Indeed, our calculations of the Fourier components of the dipole tensor show th
interparticle interaction energy in the chains is approximately an order of magn
greater than the interchain interaction energy. When a field is applied in the geome
and 3, two equilibrium states with the same energy and different sign of thex component
of the magnetic moment exist in the dipole chain, and therefore domain formati
possible. An analytical determination of the structure of the domain wall encou
substantial difficulties even for an isolated dipole chain. For this reason, we solve
problem numerically, using the system of relaxation equations9

]Mi~ r̄ !

]t
52

]E

]Mi~ r̄ !
, i 5x,y,z,

FIG. 2. a! Mz versus the magnetic field applied in the directionu50°. Inset: Magnetization curve up to
saturation fields. b! Mz versus the magnetic field applied in the directionu545°, w50°. c! Mz versus the
magnetic field applied in the directionu545°, w590°.
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E5
1

2 (
r̄Þ r̄8

Dik~ r̄ 2 r̄ 8!Mi~ r̄ !Mk~ r̄ 8!2H0i (
r̄

M i~ r̄ !2
1

2
K (

r̄
Mz

2~ r̄ !, ~1!

Dik~ r̄ !5
d ik

r 3
2

3r i r k

r 5
,

whereMi( r̄ ) is the ith component of the magnetic moment of a particle located at
point with radius vectorr̄ , uM̄ ( r̄ )u51, H̄0 is the external magnetic field, andK is the
single-particle anisotropy constant. The initial conditions for solving the system~1! were
chosen in the formMz( r̄ ,0)51. No conditions were imposed at the boundary of
sample. The form of a domain wall~soliton! in a dipole chain forH050 and different
values of the single-particle anisotropy constantK is presented in Fig. 3. We note that
soliton possesses antiferromagnetic structure and its total zero-field magnetization
caseK50 is zero. A necessary condition for a soliton to possess a magnetic mom
that single-particle anisotropy must be present. In this case the total magnetic mom
a soliton can reach the value of the magnetic moment of a particle. Specifically
K53 the total magnetization is 0.8. The calculations performed suggest the follo
mechanism for the appearance of a remanent magnetization with the external fie
entation perpendicular to the particle chains~in the geometries 1 and 3!. Since the system
is quasi-one-dimensional in fields close to the saturation value, the soliton energy
and thermally induced formation of solitons is possible. As the field decreases in
nitude, the soliton energy increases and the characteristic size of solitons decrease
leads to soliton pinning associated with the discreteness of the lattice. Therefor
remanent magnetization is due to the presence of ‘‘frozen-in’’ solitons which are
duced in high fields. A necessary condition for the existence of remanent magneti
is the presence of a perpendicular anisotropy for the particles comprising the lattice
hypothesis advanced above is confirmed indirectly by our measurements of the m
tization curves of a particle lattice with a square unit cell, showing no remanent ma
tization for any orientation of the external field. Numerical modeling likewise shows
solitons and no remanent magnetization in a square lattice. The question of whet
not the system studied undergoes a transition into a superparamagnetic state
solved by investigating the temperature dependence of the observed collective e
The qualitative changes occurring in the magnetization curve of a sample with a re
gular unit cell as the sample temperature increases up to 77 K attest to the existe
such a dependence~Fig. 4!. We believe that from the fundamental standpoint the res

FIG. 3. View of a soliton in a dipole chain: a! for H059, K53, b! for H050, K50.
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obtained are of great interest as an example of the behavior of a classical
dimensional magnetic system with a precisely known interaction. The samples
selves and the technology for producing them and for performing the measure
could be helpful for ultrahigh-density magnetic recording media which are curre
being widely developed.

We thank A. A. Andronov, S. V. Gaponov, and N. N. Salashchenko for so
stimulating discussions and for assistance. This work was performed as part of P
98-02-16183 of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research and the program ‘‘P
of Solid-State Nanostructures.’’
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line! to 77 K ~heavy line!.
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Quasielastic magnetic scattering of neutrons by heavy-
fermion systems

A. S. Mishchenko
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia
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A theory of quasielastic scattering by a spin liquid with resonating
valence bonds is constructed. It is demonstrated that the dependence of
the scattering cross section of the spin liquid on the energy transfer has
the same shape as the quasielastic peak observed experimentally in
heavy-fermion systems. It is shown that a consequence of fact that the
excitations of the spin-liquid state obey Fermi statistics is that the total
quasielastic scattering cross section oscillates as a function of the mo-
mentum transfer. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00918-9#

PACS numbers: 75.25.1z, 75.20.Hr

1. Ever since the idea of describing a state with heavy fermions on the basis o
formalism of a spin liquid of the resonating valence bond~RVB! type was advanced in a
number of works,1–3 discussions of the adequacy of the proposed model have conti
unabated. Despite the fact that RVBs are a quite fruitful idea for describing both
thermodynamic properties4 and the low-energy spectral response5 of heavy-fermion sys-
tems, an unequivocal proof of the existence of RVB-type correlations is still lacking.
main problem impeding the identification of a spin liquid is the lack of a decisive
periment that would make it possible to accept or reject the quite well-developed co
of RVBs.

The main feature of a state with RVBs is that at low temperatures a syste
localized spins undergoes a transformation into a half-filled spin-excitation band w
width T* is of the order of the Kondo temperatureTK .3,6,7 The main property that
distinguishes a correlated RVB state is that the spin-liquid excitations obey Fermi s
tics. The change from Boltzmann statistics characteristic for a system of localized
to Fermi statistics in the spin-liquid state is the circumstance whose detailed study
reveal the properties that are characteristic of only a strongly correlated state with R

In the present letter a theory of the quasielastic magnetic scattering of neutron
spin liquid is proposed and it is shown that on account of the Fermi statistics of
excitations in systems with RVBs the total quasielastic scattering cross section osc
as a function of the transferred momentumk.

2. The basic Hamiltonian describing a state with heavy fermions is the Ande
lattice Hamiltonian forf ions which are hybridized with the conduction electrons. T
canonical Coqblin–Schrieffer transformation8,9 takes hybridization into account in sec
5140021-3640/98/68(6)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ond order, and the effective Hamiltonian describing the lower doublets56 of the state

of the crystal field assumes the form of an exchange interactionI mm8
ss8 between the spin

states at different sitesm5 l, j ( l is the vector of the unit cells andj is a basis vector!:

Hex5 (
mm8

mÞm8

(
ss8

I mm8
ss8 f ms

† f ms8 f m8s8
† f m8s . ~1!

The operatorsf ms
† ( f ms) are Fermi operators creating~annihilating! states with spins at

site m and satisfy the constraint(s f ms
† f ms51.

The state with RVBs that arises at low temperatures is characterized in the m
field approximation by the appearance of anomalous intersite averages^ f ms

† f m8s&. As a
result, the spin-liquid state is determined by the effective Hamiltonian

Hex
eff5 (

mm8

mÞm8

(
s

Amm8 f ms
† f m8s , ~2!

which describes the spectrum of uncharged Fermi excitations in the spin subsystem
constantsAmm8 are determined by the values of the exchange integrals and the anom
averages.5 The chemical potentialm is determined from the global constraint forN sites
N21(m(s^ f ms

† f ms&51 and therefore a state with RVBs is described by a half-fil
Fermi-particle band which has width;T* and whose spectrum is formally similar to th
band spectrum in the tight-binding approximation. With the eigenvectorsJjs

l the eigen-
statesul& of the Hamiltonian~2! can be represented as a superposition5

ul&5(
ljs

exp~ i l•kl!Jjs
l w~r2 l2j!us&, ~3!

wherew(r2 l2j) are the spatial wave functions of localizedf electrons,us& is the spin
component, andkl is the wave vector of the stateul&. At temperatureT the statistical
population density of the statesul& with energies«l is determined by the occupatio
numbersnl5$11exp@(«l2m)/T#%21.

3. The standard formula for the scattering function for magnetic scatterin
neutrons10 by a single magnetic ion with momentum transferk and energy loss\v is
expressed in terms of the matrix elements of the operatorQ̂5( lj exp$ik•( l1j)%Ĵ and
the Cartesian coordinates of the unit vectorsk̂a5ka /uku:

S~k,\v!5b2N21(
ab

xyz

~dab2k̂a•k̂b!(
ll8

Vl,l8^luQ̂a
† ul8&^l8uQ̂bul&d~\v2«l81«l!

~4!

(b is the magnetic scattering length10 and Ĵ is the total magnetic moment operator!. The
statistical functionVl,l8 in the case of scattering by local states of the crystal fi
depends only on the occupation of the initial statesl and is determined by Boltzman
statistics. In the case of the Fermi statistics characteristic of a spin liquid the occup
of the final states also plays a role. As a result,Vl,l8 assumes the form

Vl,l85nl~12nl8!. ~5!
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Substituting the eigenstates~3! into expression~4! and, since the spatial wave function
of the f electrons are strongly localized, neglecting the off-diagonal~with respect to site!
matrix elements of the operatorĴ we find that the neutron scattering function of a sp
liquid is given by

Ssl~k,\v!5B~k!(
ab

xyz

~dab2k̂a•k̂b!(
ll8

Vl,l8Qll8
ab

~k!d~\v2«l81«l!, ~6!

where

Qll8
ab

~k!5I a
ll8~k!~ I b

ll8~k!!* , ~7!

I a
ll8~k!5(

j
exp~2 i k•j!(

ss8
~Jjs

l !* Jjs8
l8 ^suĴaus8&. ~8!

In the formulas presented aboveB(k)5b2(gJF(k)/2)2, wheregJ is the Lande´ factor and
F(k) is the magnetic form factor of the ion.

4. It should be noted first that the dependence of the scattering function~6! on the
energy transfer\v and the temperature is virtually indistinguishable from that obser
in heavy-fermion compounds,11 where this dependence is ordinarily interpreted on
basis of the phenomenological expressionSph(\v,T)5@12exp(2\v/T)#21\v/@(G(T)2

1(\v)2#. A characteristic feature of the neutron response of systems with heavy ferm
is the nonzero widthG(T) of the quasielastic peak at zero temperature.11

For quantitative analysis we shall examine a symmetric spin band of width 2T* with
a constant density of statesD(«)51 if «P@2T* ,T* # and D(«)50 elsewhere. The
chemical potential in a spin band with this shape is zero. Averaging the scattering
tion ~6! over angles~which corresponds to the case of scattering by a polycrystal!, we
obtain the expression

Ssl~k,\v!5R~k!E
2T*

T*
d«D~«1\v!n~«!~12n~«1\v!!, ~9!

where the dependence on the modulus of the momentum transfer is incorporated in
separate factorR(k). The dependence of the cross section on the momentum transfe
be examined separately. We shall focus our attention on the dependence of the sca
function on the energy transfer, which for the model density of states adopted ha
form

Ssl~k,\v!5
R~k!

2
T expS \v

2T D sinh21S u\vu
2T D lnH 11cosh@T* /T#

11cosh@~T* 2u\vu!/T#
J . ~10!

The curves presented in Fig. 1 agree qualitatively with the experimentally obse
response in heavy-fermion systems, and for\v,T* they are virtually indistinguishable
from the Lorentz functionSph(\v,T) weighted with the detailed-balance factor. Th
fitting a phenomenological functionSph(\v,T) to Ssl(\v,T), as is done in practice
when analyzing experimental data, givesG(T50);T* . We note that taking account o
the damping of the excitations of the spin liquid and examining less singular dens
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statesD(«) removes the restriction of the energy transfer\v to the interval
@22T* ,2T* # and smooths the kinks in the energy dependence of the cross section a
energy transfer~see Fig. 1!.

5. The finite width obtained for the quasielastic peak in the spin-liquid model at
temperature cannot be a decisive argument in favor of the existence of a state with
since various different models lead to the same result.12,13 A more striking consequenc
of Fermi statistics, which can serve as a decisive test, is the dependence of the qua
tic cross section on the momentum transfer.

To demonstrate this consequence of the Fermi statistics, we shall consider a
sublattice system where the intersublattice interaction dominates, i.e.,Al,j,l8j85d ll8T* /2
for jÞj8 and is negligibly small forj5j8. ~Numerical calculations show that this ap
proximation does not affect the character of the effects considered below and serve
for convenience in performing analytical calculations.! In this case the fourfold degen
eracy of the states in each unit cell is partially removed and the system of eigen
consists of two twofold degenerate levels with energies6T* /2 and chemical potentia
m50. For definiteness, we shall assume that the basis vectorj is directed along thez axis
and that the distance between the ions isd.

To calculate the dependence on the momentum transfer it is convenient to intr
the function

Ssl
qe~k!5E

2T*

T*
d~\v!Ssl~k, \v!, ~11!

corresponding to the quasielastic scattering cross section integrated over the energ
fer. In the final expression for the scattering function

Ssl
qe~k!5~B~k!/2!(

ab
~dab2k̂a•k̂b!TabD~k,T!, ~12!

where

FIG. 1. Scattering function for a spin liquid with a band of widthT* 51 versus the energy transfer fo
T50.1 ~thick solid line!, T50.25 ~thin solid line!, T50.5 ~dashed line!, andT52 ~dotted line!.
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Tab5(
ss8

^suĴaus8&^s8uĴbus&, ~13!

Fermi statistics leads to the appearance of an additional factor

D~k,T!5$12tanh2~T* /T!cos~k•d!%/2, ~14!

which is identically equal to 1 in the case of Boltzmann statistics. At sufficiently
temperaturesT,T* the factorD(k,T) causes the scattering cross section to oscil
with periodkp52p/(d cos@k•d̂#). An important consequence for experimental verific
tion is that the period of the oscillations depends on the direction of the mome
transfer.

To acquire a good statistical sample of experimental data it is most convenie
perform measurements on polycrystalline samples. The results of such measureme
determined by the scattering functionSsl

tot(k) obtained by integrating expression~12! over
angles. To demonstrate the influence of Fermi statistics we segregate into a se
factor the standard scattering functionStot(k), whose dependence on the momentu
transfer is determined only by the squared magnetic form factorF(k). The integration
over angles does not completely suppress the oscillations:

Ssl
tot~k!5~Stot~k!/2!$12tanh2~T* /T!@~11h/2!sin~kd!/kd23hF~kd!/2#% ~15!

(h5(Txx1Tyy22Txx)/(Txx1Tyy1Txx) is a measure of the axial one-site scatteri
anisotropy!. Their character is determined by the factor sin(kd)/kd and by the function
F(x)5(sin(x)2xcos(x))x23. For sufficiently large values of the momentum transferkd
@1 the functionF(kd) is much less than the factor sin(kd)/kd. The effect is slightly
suppressed with increasing temperature~see Fig. 2a!, since even at temperature;T* ,
which is sufficient for destroying the spin-liquid state, the amplitude of the oscillation
still large. It should be noted that the period of the oscillations which arise only in

FIG. 2. C(k)5Ssl
tot(k)/Stot(k) versus the modulusk of the momentum transfer forT* 51 andh50: a! in a

perfect lattice at temperaturesT50 ~solid line!, T50.7 ~dashed line!, and T51.0 ~dotted line!; b! at zero
temperature forL51 ~solid line!, L50.6 ~dashed line!, and L50.2 ~dotted line!. Inset: Scattering function
taking into account the form factor of the ion Ce31 for interionic distanced54 Å.
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case that the excitations obey Fermi statistics is determined by the scattering be
interacting ions and is not related with the characteristic features of the Fermi surfa
the spin liquid. The characteristic distance between magnetic ions in compounds
heavy fermions isd;4 Å. Therefore, despite the intensity dropoff associated with
magnetic form factorF(k) and described by the lawF2(k), the first several periods o
the oscillations can be distinguished experimentally~see inset in Fig. 2a!.

6. The imperfection of the crystal lattice has a much stronger effect on the sup
sion of the oscillations. In the simplest case, if scattering coherence is not dest
altogether because of the absence of one of the magnetic atoms of the basis, the in
of lattice imperfection is expressed as a somewhat different environment around dif
basis ions. A change in the environment produces a change in the wave functions
crystal field and, in consequence, a change in the matrix elements of the magne
erator, which are different for sites 1 and 2:^suĴaus8&1Þ^suĴaus8&2. Although the
expressions for the scattering function were obtained in the general case, we pres
less complicated formulas for isotropically scattering ions~the directionsx, y, andz are
equivalent, and we shall drop the Cartesian indices in what follows!. Site nonequivalence
can be characterized by the quantity

U5H (
ss8

u^suĴus8&12^suĴus8&2u2J H (
ss8

u^suĴus8&11^suĴus8&2u2J 21

. ~16!

The effect of a lattice imperfection on the scattering function

Ssl
tot~k!5~Stot~k!/2!$12L tanh2~T* /T!sin~kd!/~kd!% ~17!

is determined by the quantityL5(12U)/(11U), which equals 1 in a perfect lattice an
zero in the case of complete site nonequivalence. Figure 2b demonstrates the influe
lattice imperfection on the suppression of the oscillations.

7. In summary, although the dependence of the cross section of quasielastic
netic scattering of neutrons by a spin liquid on the energy transfer is essentially ind
guishable from scattering by a spin which relaxes as a result of Kondo processe
oscillatory dependence of the cross section on the momentum transfer is unique to
liquid. It should be noted that in the case of sufficiently soft crystal-field splittingsDCF

;T* the terms of the Hamiltonian~1! which are off-diagonal with respect to the leve
of the crystal field also lead to oscillations of the inelastic scattering cross sec
Oscillations of the differential inelastic scattering cross section have been obs
experimentally14 in the Kondo semimetal CeNiSn and can be quantitatively explaine
the basis of the spin-liquid approach.5 However, since many characteristics which a
measured in experiments on neutron scattering by periodic systems demonstrate
tory behavior~for example, oscillations of the width of the neutron scattering peak
paramagnet15,16!, it is important to study properties which uniquely related with a s
liquid. As we have shown in the present letter, the oscillations of the total quasie
scattering cross section are a direct consequence of the Fermi statistics of excitatio
state with resonating valence bonds. For this reason, the experimental observation
predicted effect can serve as a substantial argument support of the concept of spin
correlations in heavy-fermion systems.
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Direct STM observation of electronic structure
modification of naphthacenequinone molecules due to
photoisomerization

A. I. Oreshkin, V. I. Panov, and S. I. Vasil’ev
Chair of Quantum Radiophysics, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

N. I. Koroteev and S. A. Magnitskii
International Laser Center, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 6 August 1998!
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Light-induced conformational transformations of the naphthacene-
quinone~NQ! molecules are observed by scanning tunneling micros-
copy ~STM!. NQ molecules packed in a Langmuir–Blodgett~LB! film
are shown to form stable ordered structures on a surface of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!. The local density of electronic
states is found to exhibit the distinct peak which is characteristic of
two-dimensional conductivity. An additional subband of empty elec-
tronic states is found for NQ molecules in formA but not in formB.
The constant-height STM images of individual molecules in formA
demonstrate an additional structure that is indicative of a conforma-
tional transition of the NQ molecules. This transition involves the trans-
fer of the phenoxy group from one oxygen to another. ©1998 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01018-4#

PACS numbers: 73.61.Ph, 73.50.2h, 73.20.Dx

1. Photochromic molecules have been attracting sizable and steady interest
their capability of reversibly changing their absorption and fluorescence spectra
irradiation at different wavelengths. In view of the development of a new generatio
ultrahigh-density three-dimensional optical data storage based on the use of phot
mic molecules, it is important to clarify the fundamental mechanisms that lead to m
fication of the basic characteristics of photochromic molecules~especially when orga-
nized in Langmuir–Blodgett~LB! films! under exposure to light. The properties
photochromic molecules embedded either into polymeric matrices or other media~liquid
crystals, solutions, etc.! depend substantially on their environment. The LB techniq
enables one to produce photochromic molecular structures packed with ultrahigh d
on the surface of a substrate. LB films are typical two-dimensional~single layer films! or
three-dimensional~multilayer films! ordered assemblies. Evidently, one expects that p
tochromic molecules incorporated in highly ordered LB films should exhibit beha
that is not typical for free molecules or solutions. However, very little is known abou
physical aspects of photochromic reactions in LB films.

Photochromic compounds deposited on a substrate by the~Langmuir–Sheffer! tech-
5210021-3640/98/68(6)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nique are an interesting and attractive object for investigations by different methods
optical properties of molecular layers of spiropyrans and the photochromic reactio
netics of spiropyran molecules in LB layers on stearic acid were investigated in
1–3. The possibility of photochromic reaction in LB films of diarylethenes and s
cylideneanilines has been demonstrated.4,5 Similar results are presented in Refs. 6 and

For particular molecules photoisomeric changes can be observed by means o
cision methods based on scanning probe microscopy, e.g., scanning tunnel micro
spectroscopy~STM/STS!, scanning force microscopy~SFM!, etc. These methods in prin
ciple allow one to study with atomic resolution the electronic properties8,9 and topology
of particular molecules on a substrate surface and their changes brought about by e
optical irradiation. The major advantage of STM methods is their high resolution~they
are capable of resolving details much smaller than an optical wavelength!. Recently, the
possibility of the direct STM real-space analysis of the shapes of molecules has
demonstrated.10 The authors have identified two different conformations of the Cu-t
~3,5 di-t-butylphenyl! porphyrin ~Cu-TBPP! molecule deposited on a metal substrate
two metastable forms characterized by different shapes of the molecules. Up till
however, there have been no direct STM observations of reversible modificatio
molecular structure under optical radiation.

In this paper we have for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, demonst
the direct STM registration of a photochromic reaction in LB films under exposur
light. The direct reaction~form A→form B) of naphtcenequinone~NQ! molecules or-
dered in LB films is caused by 400 nm light, and the reverse reaction~form B
→form A) is initiated by 480 nm light. The conformational transformations of individ
molecules in a LB layer were observed before and after the direct photoreaction
main findings are as follows:

1! A distinct peak is found in the tunnel local density of electronic states o
phenoxi-5, 12-naphthacenequinone molecules11 ordered in LB films. Such a peak is in
herent in both theA andB forms and is indicative of a two-dimensional~2D! character of
the conductivity of the film. The shape of the differential conductivity curves is show
be significantly modified after direct photoisomerization;

2! for molecules in theA form the additional subband in the range of unoccup
electronic states of LB films is detected;

3! the tunnel current flowing through an individual molecule falls from;0.1 nA to
;0.04 nA when the molecule undergoes the transition from theA to theB form;

4! the constant-height images of individual molecule in theA form exhibit an addi-
tional fine structure that points to the conformational transition of the molecules from
A to the B form. This transition involves the transfer of the phenoxy group from
oxygen atom to another and probably leads to the shutdown of some of the tunn
channels.

2. To study the electronic properties of NQ molecules and their possible confo
tional modifications during photochemical reactions we used the STM and STS
niques. Molecules were deposited on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! sub-
strate using the Langmuir–Sheffer technique to form different numbers of ord
molecular layers. The expected modification of the NQ molecular structure in the
sition from thepara form ~form A) to theana form ~form B) and back is shown in Fig
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1. Variations of molecular properties in multilayer thin films caused by light irradia
change the initial density of electronic states which is detected in our STM and
experiments.

The photochemical reaction was initiated by light passed through an interfer
filter with the transmission maximum at 400 nm for the direct reaction (A→B) and at
480 nm for the reverse reaction (B→A). We used an incandescent lamp as a light sou
After the filtering, the light transpored through a multimode optical fiber was use
illuminate the STM tunneling junction. The typical light intensity on the sample w
about 1 mW/cm2. This scheme allowed us to follow the changes of electronic prope
of NQ molecules in the processes of forward and backward phototransitions by me
STM and STS methodsin situ.

The LB film was deposited on the HOPG substrate at a pressure of 5 mN/m
average transfer coefficient^k& was equal to 0.84.

All the measurements were performed using a home-built STM with atomic res
tion and a maximum scan range 535 mm under ambient conditions. STM tips wer
mechanically cut from PtIr or Au wires. We used the STM to obtain constant-cu
~topographic! as well as constant-height images. Spectroscopic data@ I (V) and hardware
dI/dV(V)] were then acquired at the chosen point of the surface.12

We have found that LB films of NQ molecules~from 1 to 40 monolayers! are
capable of forming stable ordered structures on a HOPG surface. The area occup
each molecule is of the order of 20– 23 Å2, which is in good agreement with the valu
27 Å2 obtained from thep –S isotherm at the deposition pressure. The distance betw
molecular rows is about 5.8–6.0 Å and that between molecules within a row is 3.8
Å.

The tunneling conductivity curves measured for LB films with different numbe
layers always had a peak in the vicinity of zero bias voltage. In the tight-binding app
mation this points to a 2D character13 of the conductivity of LB films and to the existenc
of a long-range interaction between molecules~see Fig. 2a!.

Another set of experimental data is concerned with investigations of the behav
the tunneling conductivity during photoreactions. Substantial variation in the local
sity of electronic states~LDOS! for direct photoreaction has been observed for a thr
layer LB film. It is found that the shape of the differential conductivity curve is sign
cantly modified during photoisomerization. The upper graph in Fig. 2b shows a s

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of two conformational forms (A andB) of 6 – phenoxi–5, 12–naphthacenequino
molecules which occurs during the photocoloration (A→B) and photobleaching (B→A) reactions.
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asymmetry of the curve for formA. There is an additional contribution to LDOS atUt

,0 as compared to formB, while atUt.0 the dependence of the conductivity of the L
films is rather similar for theA and B forms. This additional contribution points to th
origination of an additional subband in the range of empty electronic states.

We have also studied the STM current images of individual molecules in NQ
films. STM constant-height images of a three-layer LB film corresponding to theA andB
forms of NQ are presented in Fig. 3. Images~a! and~b! represent the selected site of th
surface before and after direct photoreaction. Both pictures were taken under the
tunneling conditions:Ut52150 mV; I t50.4 nA. In these experiments we found that t
STM current images of every molecule in the LB layer are noticeably different for fo
A andB. These distinctions are clearly seen from Fig. 4, which shows cross sectio
the images from Fig. 3, taken along the1–18 direction. As can be seen from Fig. 4, th
constant-height STM image of 6-phenoxi-5,12-naphthacenequinone molecules in foA
has an amplitude of;0.1 nA, while the current amplitude for molecules in formB is
;0.04 nA. Besides, the STM current image of molecules in formA possesses an add
tional fine structure~see the peak shifted to the edge of the image of the molecule!. This

FIG. 2. a: Dependence of the differential conductivity of a LB film on the tunneling voltage~3 monolayers!.
The LB film was under exposure to natural light for a few days. b: Dependence of the differential condu
of a LB film on the tunneling voltage~3 monolayers! before and after the direct photoreaction;s — A form;
h — B form.

FIG. 3. STM current images of the same portion of 3-layer naphthacenequinone LB films. a: formA, I t(x,y):
3.4 nm32.2 nm30.14 nA, b: formB, I t(x,y): 3.3 nm32.5 nm30.08 nA.
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peculiarity is connected either with a topological conformational transition of molecu
with the occurrence of an additional tunneling channel after molecular conformatio

The direct (A→B) and reverse (B→A) transitions of molecules caused by changi
of the light frequency can be understood by analyzing the behavior of a driven non
oscillator. The driven nonlinear oscillator model has been successfully used to de
the molecular vibrational spectrum in an external radiation field.14 One can use a double
well potential with the simplest nonlinearity;gX4, whereX is the configuration param
eter. According to the semiclassical approach based on a quasi-energy formalism
are two stable states~1 and 2! for the driven oscillator in each wellA and B, if the
radiation frequencyn is close enough to the unperturbed molecular frequencyn0 . The
most probable state 1 or 2~with low and high energy! is determined by the paramete
b5gJ/(n2n0)3, whereJ is the intensity of the external light,g is the nonlinearity,
which can be slightly different for wellsA andB, andn0 is the unperturbed molecula
frequency, which can also differ for wellsA andB. If b is greater than a critical value
the driven nonlinear oscillator occupies the high-energy state 2. For light at wavel
l15400 nm the parameterb is greater than the critical value for wellA but smaller than
the critical value for wellB. Thus a direct conformational transitionA→B occurs from
the high-energy state 2 in wellA to the low-energy state 1 in wellB. Changing the
wavelength of the light froml15400 nm tol25480 nm changes the value of parame
b. Now b.bc for well B ~the high-energy state 2 is occupied in wellB) andb,bc for
well A. The reverse conformational transitionB→A occurs from the high-energy state
well B to the low-energy state in wellA. An analytical expression for the occupatio
numbers of the nonlinear oscillator in each wellA andB can be obtained from the syste
of kinetic equations in the quasi-energy formalism and will be published elsewher
our opinion, the observed transition is due to oxygen bonding transfer, which gives r
an additional tunneling channel and, in the ordered molecular system of a LB film,
additional subband.

3. We have demonstrated the direct observation by STM/STS methods o
changes in the differential conductivity of NQ LB films as a result of a photochem
reaction. The unusual behavior of the differential conductivity of the molecular film
probably due to an additional subband in the range of unoccupied electronic states
sample as a result of the photoreaction and can be referred to as conformational m
cation of naphthacenequinone molecules. A distinction in the constant-height STM

FIG. 4. STM current image cross-sections according to arrows in Fig. 3. Curves1, 18 correspond to the
directions1, 18 in Fig. 3. .
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ages of individual NQ molecules in the different forms has been found which b
witness to the conformation transition during photoisomerization.
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Superconductivity in the presence of fermion
condensation

V. R. Shaginyan
St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute Russian Academy of Sciences, 188350 Gatc
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Fermion condensation~FC! is studied within the density functional
theory. FC can fulfill the role of a boundary, separating the region of
strongly interacting electron liquid from the region of strongly corre-
lated electron liquid. Consideration of the superconductivity in the
presence of FC shows that, under certain circumstances, at tempera-
tures aboveTc the superconductivity vanishes and the superconducting
gap smoothly transforms into a pseudogap. The pseudogap occupies
only a part of the Fermi surface, and one that shrinks with increasing
temperature and vanishes atT5T* , and the single-particle excitations
of the gapped area of the Fermi surface have a widthg;(T2Tc).
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01118-9#

PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 74.70.Tx, 74.72.Jt

Recently a powerful method was developed for measuring the electronic stru
close to the Fermi level.1 As a result, a plateau adjacent to the Fermi level has b
observed in the electronic spectra of a number strongly correlated metals. For exam
has been shown that optimally doped high-temperature superconductors exhi
anomalous normal state.1 The spectra of Sr2RuO4 or YBa2Cu4O72d ~YBCO!, for in-
stance, contain very smooth segments on the Fermi surface. It is a remarkable thin
these spectra have not been reproduced in theoretical calculations.2 It has been shown
that such peculiarities of the electronic spectra can be understood within the frame
of the theory of fermion condensation~FC!, which was predicted in Ref. 3 and is ass
ciated with the rearrangement of the single-particle degrees of freedom in strongly
related Fermi systems. The main feature of FC is the appearance of a plateau
single-particle excitation spectrum at the Fermi level.3–5 On the other hand, quite unusu
behavior has been observed6–9 in underdoped high-temperature superconductors, wh
indicates a pseudogap aboveTc . As we shall see, such behavior can be also clarifi
within the concept of fermion condensation.

It has been demonstrated that the onset of the density-wave instability in a F
system can be preceded by the FC phase transition; thus FC can take place if the e
coupling constant is sufficiently strong.10 This makes one think that FC is a rather wid
spread phenomenon inherent to strongly correlated Fermi systems. For example, F
arise in such an unusual system as fermions locked in vortex cores in a superfluid
5270021-3640/98/68(6)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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liquid.11 On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that the charge-density wave
bility takes place in three-dimensional12 and two-dimensional electron liquids.13 Thus, the
electronic systems of some strongly correlated metals are suitable places to look for14

Now let us outline the key points of the FC theory.5,15 FC is related to a new clas
of solutions of the Fermi-liquid-theory equation16

d~F2mN!

dn~p,T!
5«~p,T!2m~T!2T ln

12n~p,T!

n~p,T!
50, ~1!

for the quasiparticle distribution functionn(p,T), depending on the momentump and
temperatureT. Here F is the free energy,m is the chemical potential, and«(p,T)
5dE/dn(p,T) is the quasiparticle energy, which, like the energyE and the other ther-
modynamic functions, is a functional ofn(p,T). Equation~1! is usually rewritten in the
form of the Fermi–Dirac distribution

n~p,T!5H 11expF ~«~p,T!2m!

T G J 21

. ~2!

In homogeneous matter, the standard solutionnF(p,T50)5u(pF2p), with pF being the
Fermi momentum, is obtained assuming that the effective mass,

1

M*
5

d«~p,T50!

pdp U
p5pF

, ~3!

is positive and finite at the Fermi momentumpF . As a result, theT-dependent correction
to M* , to the quasiparticle energy, and to other quantities start with theT2 terms. But this
solution of Eq.~1! is not the only one. There exist ‘‘anomalous’’ solutions3,11 of Eq. ~1!
associated with a so-called fermion condensation.3 Being continuous within a region inp,
such a solutionn(p) admits a finite limit for the logarithm in Eq.~1! at T→0, yielding

«~p!5
dE

dn~p!
5m, pi<p<pf . ~4!

Thus, within the regionpi,p,pf the solutionn(p) deviates from the Fermi step func
tion nF(p) in such a way that the energy«(p) stays constant, while outside this regio
n(p) coincides withnF(p). We see that the occupation numbersn(p) become variational
parameters: the solutionn(p) emerges if the energyE is lowered by alteration of the
occupation numbers. New solutions, as it is seen from Eq.~1!, possess at lowT a shape
of the spectrum«(p,T) which is linear inT ~Ref. 14!:

«~p,T!2m~T!;T!Tf , ~5!

within the interval occupied by the fermion condensate. IfT!Tf it follows from Eqs.~1!
and ~5! that

M* ;N~0!;
1

T
, ~6!

with N(0) being the density of states at the Fermi level. HereTf is the quasi-FC phase
transition temperature above which FC effects become insignificant.15 The quasiparticle
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formalism is applicable to this problem, since the damping of the condensate sta
small compared to their energy. This condition obviously holds for superfluid syst
but it is also true for a normal system.15

In this letter the influence of FC on the superconducting phase transition is co
ered on the basis of the density functional theory, including a study of the pseudo

We start with a general consideration of the superconductivity in the presence o
In the density functional theory of superconductivity, there exists a unique funct
F(T) of two densities, namely, the normal density of an electron systemr and the
anomalous densityk. In atomic units, the functionalF@r,k# is given by17

F@r,k#5Ts@r,k#2TSs@r,k#1E r~r1!r~r2!

ur12r2u
d3r1d3r21Fxc@r,k#

2E k* ~r1 ,r2!V~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4!k~r3 ,r4!d3r1d3r2d3r3d3r4

5E@r,k#2TSs@r,k#. ~7!

HereTs@r,k# andSs@r,k# stand for the kinetic energy and the entropy of a nonintera
ing system, whileFxc@r(r ),k(r1 ,r2)# is the exchange-correlation free-energy function
andV is a pairing interaction. The third and fifth terms on the right-hand side of~7! are
the Hartree terms due to the Coulomb forces and the pairing interaction, respectivel
supposeV to be sufficiently weak, like the model BCS interaction.18 The last equality in
Eq. ~7! can be regarded as the definition ofE. For the densitiesr andk one can employ
quite general forms,

r~r1!5(
n

@ ufn~r1!u2uvnu2~12 f n!1uf2n~r1!u2uunu2f n#, ~8!

k~r1 ,r2!5
1

2 (
n

@fn* ~r1!f2n~r2!1fn* ~r2!f2n~r1!#vn* un~122 f n!, ~9!

with the coefficientsvn andun obeying the conditionsuvnu21uunu251. Heren denotes
the quantum numbers such as the momentump in the case of homogeneous matter or t
crystal momentum and the band index in the solid state. For the sake of simplicit
omit the spin variables. Since we are going to take a fresh look at Eq.~4!, we set
T50. Minimization ofF with respect tofn leads to the eigenfunction problem,

S 2
¹2

2
1E r~r2!

ur12r2u
d3r2Dfm~r1!1E vxc~r1 ,r2!fm~r2!d3r25«mfm~r1!, ~10!

with vxc being a nonlocal potential.19 In the case of a homogeneous system the functi
fm are plain waves,uvpu25np , and Eq.~10! reduces top2/21v(p)5«(p). Taking into
account Eq.~10!, one can also infer thatdE/duv l u25« l . If V were zero,« l would
represent the real single-particle excitation spectra of the system. The energy« l is per-
turbed by the BCS correlations, but, in fact, this perturbation is small. It is convenie
takev l5cosul ; ul5sinul , while minimization with respect tou l yields

dF@r1 ,k#

du l
5~« l2m!tan 2u l1D l50. ~11!
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The gapD l is given by

D l52E dF@r1 ,k#

dk~r1 ,r2!
f l* ~r1!f2 l~r2!d3r1d3r2 . ~12!

We shall now give further proof of Eq.~4!, deduced atT50. Consider Eq.~11! in the
limit V50. In this caseD l50, and Eq.~11! can be written as

~« l2m!tan 2u l50. ~13!

Equation~13! requires that

« l2m50, if uv l u2Þ0,1. ~14!

Therefore, the fermion condensation solution is a new solution of the old equation
the other hand, it is seen from Eq.~14! that the standard Kohn–Sham scheme for
single-particle equations is no longer valid beyond the point of the FC phase trans
since the quasiparticle occupation numbersuv l u2 become variational parameters, min
mizing the total energy. In the homogeneous limit Eq.~14! takes form of Eq.~4!.

FC involves the unbounded growth of the density of states whenT→0; see Eq.~6!.
As a result, FC serves as a source for new phase transitions which lift the degener
the spectrum. We are going to analyze the situation when the superconductivity win
competition with the other phase transitions. Now let us switch on the interactioV.
Then, as follows from Eqs.~7! and~12!, D;V whenV is sufficiently small,3,15 while in
the BCS caseD, given by Eq.~12!, is exponentially small. Inserting the resultD;V into
Eq. ~7!, one finds that the pairing correctiondEs(T50) to the ground state energy a
T50 is given bydEs(T50);D.15 This result differs drastically from the ordinary BC
resultdEs;D2. In response to this, a substantial increase of the critical magnetic fiel
the destruction of superconductivity can be expected. Above the critical temperatu
system under consideration is in its anomalous normal state, Eq.~5! is valid, and one can
observe the smooth segments of the spectra at the Fermi level.9

Now we focus our attention on an investigation of the pseudogap which is for
aboveTc in underdoped high-temperature superconductors.6–9 Let us consider a 2D liq-
uid on a simple square lattice which has a superconducting state with ad-wave symmetry
of the order parameterk. We assume that the long-range componentVlr (q) of the
particle–particle interactionVpp(q) is large and repulsive and has a radiusqlr such that
pF /qlr ;1. The short-range componentVsr(q) is relatively small and attractive, with a
radiuspF /qsr@1 ~Ref. 20!. As a result, the low-temperature gapD, in accordance with
the d-wave symmetry, is given by,20,21

D~f!.D1 cos 2f5D1~x22y2!, ~15!

with D1 being the maximal gap. At finite temperatures Eq.~12! for the gap can be written
as

D~p,f!52E
0

2p

Vpp~p,f,p1 ,f1!k~p1 ,f1!tanh
E~p1 ,f1!

2T

p1dp1df1

4p2
, ~16!
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with p being the absolute value of the momentum, whilef is the angle. It is also
suggested that FC arises near the van Hove singularities and that the different area
overlap slightly.14 It follows from the chosen interactionVpp and Eq.~15! that D will
change sign,

DS p

4
1f D52DS p

4
2f D , ~17!

vanishing atp/4. Thus,D can be expanded in Taylor series aroundp/4, p'pF :

D~p,u!5au2bu3, ~18!

with u being reckoned fromp/4. Hereafter we shall consider the solutions of Eq.~16! on
the interval 0,u,p/4 . We recast Eq.~16!, settingp'pF and separating out the con
tribution I lr which comes fromVlr , while the contribution related toVsr is denoted by
I sr . At small angles the contributionI lr can be approximated byI lr 5uA1u3B. The
quantitiesA and B are independent ofT if T<T* !Tf since they are defined by a
integral running over the regions occupied by FC. This finding is consistent with
experimental results which show thatD1 is essentiallyT-independent.9 Thus one has for
D,

D~u!5I sr1I lr 52E
0

2p

Vsr~u,p,f!k~p,f!tanh
E~p,f!

2T

pdpdf

4p2
1uA1u3B. ~19!

In Eq. ~19! the variablep was omitted. It is seen from Eq.~19! that the function of FC is
to produce the free termuA1u3B. We shall show that atT>Tc the solution of Eq.~19!
has the second node atuc(T) in the vicinity of the first nodep/4. To show this, let us
simplify Eq. ~19! to an algebraic equation. The quantityI sr;(V0 /T)u, since
tanh(E/2T);E/2T if T'Tc , while V0;Vsr is a constant. Upon dividing both part o
Eq. ~19! by k(u), one gets

E~u!52S V0

T
2A12u2B1D uuu, ~20!

with A1 ,B1 being new constants. The quantityA1 is negative, and it is inferred from th
condition that Eq.~16! has the only solutionD[0 whenVsr50, while B1 is positive.
The factor in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq.~20! changes its sign at som
temperatureT5Tc'V0 /A1. On the other hand, the excitation energyE(u) must be
positive, and as a result the gap has to reverse its sign on the intervalV @0,u,uc#, with
D(uc)5D(0)50. It is seen from Eq.~20! that the angleuc is related toT.Tc by the
equation

T'
V0

~A11B1uc
2!

. ~21!

Our estimates of the maximal gapD0 in the rangeV show thatD0;1023D1. Thus we
can conclude that the gap in the rangeV can be destroyed by the strong antiferroma
netic correlations that exist in underdoped superconductors.22,23 Then it is believed that
impurities can easily destroyD in the area under consideration. Now one can concl
from Eq. ~20! that Tc is the temperature at which the superconductivity vanishes, w
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the gap, which is also referred to as a pseudogap, persists outside the region. It
from Eq. ~21! that uc;A(T2Tc)/Tc, and so one can expect that the pseudogap dies
as the temperatureT* is approached.

Now consider the quasiparticle excitations at the Fermi level. At tempera
T,Tc they are typical excitations of the superconducting state. AtT.Tc in the rangeV
we have normal quasiparticle excitations with a widthg. The other part of the Ferm
level is occupied by the BCS-like excitations with a finite energy of excitation, given
the gapD(f), while both type of excitations have widths of the same order of magnit
Let us estimateg. If the entire Fermi level were occupied by the normal state, the w
would beg;N(0)3T2/a2, with a density of statesN(0);1/T and a dielectric constan
a;N(0). Thus one hasg;T ~Ref. 15!. But in our case only part of the Fermi level, th
region within V, belongs to the normal excitations. Therefore, the number of st
allowed for quasiparticles and for quasiholes are proportional touc , and thus the factor
T2 is replaced byT2uc

2 . Taking these factors into account, one getsg;uc
2T;T(T

2Tc)/Tc;(T2Tc), since we consider only small angles. Here we have omitted
small contribution coming from the BCS-like excitations, and that is why the widtg
vanishes atT5Tc . Thus, we can conclude that aboveTc the superconducting ga
smoothly transforms into the pseudogap. The excitations of the gapped area of the
surface have the same widthg;(T2Tc), and the region occupied by the pseudog
shrinks with increasing temperature. These results are in good agreement with t
perimental facts.6–9

A few remarks are in order at this point. Based on the foregoing arguments, w
conclude that BCS-type approach is fruitful for consideration of underdoped samp
is worth noting thatD1 scales withT* rather than withTc ~Ref. 7!, sinceT* determines
the existence of nontrivial solutions of Eq.~16!, while Tc is related to the emergence o
the new nodes of the gap. Then, the peak was observed in inelastic neutron sca
from single crystals of optimally doped YBCO and of underdoped samples, at tem
tures belowTc , while the broad maximum aboveTc exists in underdoped samples.21 An
explanation of this peak, based on the ideas of the BCS theory, was given in Ref. 24
can recognize that the same explanation holds for the broad maximum in under
samples aboveTc .

In summary, we have considered FC within the density functional theory. The
phase transition manifests itself when the effective coupling constant is sufficiently l
FC can fulfill the role of a boundary, separating the region of strongly interacting ele
liquid from the region of strongly correlated electron liquid. We have also considere
superconductivity in the presence of FC. As a result, we were led to the conclusio
under certain circumstances, at temperatures aboveTc , the superconducting ga
smoothly transforms into a pseudogap. The pseudogap occupies only a part of the
surface, one which shrinks with increasing temperature and vanishes atT5T* , while
the single-particle excitations of the gapped area of the Fermi surface have a wig
;(T2Tc).

This research was funded in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
under Grant 98-02-16170. The work has benefited from discussions with V. Belin
M. de Llano, V. A. Khodel, and G. E. Volovik.
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Logarithmic temperature dependence of the conductivity
of the two-dimensional metal
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We report on the first observation and studies of a weak delocalizing
logarithmic temperature dependence of the conductivity, which causes
the conductivity of the 2D metal to increase asT decreases down to 16
mK. The prefactor of the logarithmic dependence is found to decrease
gradually with density, to vanish at a critical densitync,2;2
31012 cm22, and then to have the opposite sign atn.nc,2 . The sec-
ond critical density sets the upper limit on the existence region of the
2D metal, whereas the conductivity at the critical point,Gc,2

;120e2/h, sets an upper~low-temperature! limit on its conductivity.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01218-3#

PACS numbers: 73.61.At, 73.40.Qv, 73.50.Dn

Recently, a metal–insulator transition and a metallic state have been observed
strongly interacting two-dimensional~2D! carrier systems in Si-MOS structures1 and
later confirmed onn-Si-MOS ~Refs. 2!, n- and p-Si/SiGe ~Refs. 3,4!, and p-GaAs/
AlGaAs structures.5,6 This finding is in apparent contradiction to the commonly accep
one-parameter scaling theory~OPST!7 for noninteracting particles and has initiated
debate over the nature of the 2D metal.8–14

Among the properties of the 2D metallic state, a striking exponential dependen
the resistance was found to exist over the whole range of metallic densities,n.nc,1

;1011 cm22, at temperaturesT!EF ~Refs. 12,15!:

r5r01r1 exp~2~T0 /T!p!, ~1!

where p'1, and T0 is sample- and density-dependent. The above empirical law
recently been given a theoretical interpretation.10,16

Since the above temperature dependence is reminiscent of the quasi-classic
tribution of two scattering processes, there was not much evidence for a quantum
of the phenomena in total. Moreover, it was earlier discussed17 that the resistivity of the
2D gas may decrease}(T/EF) asT decreases, due to the temperature dependence o
screening length and, hence, of the random potential. Another classical argument in
earlier18 is related to valley multiplicity, which may result in additional intervalley sc
5340021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tering of the electrons. The present studies were performed in order to verify wheth
not the 2D metal has something in common with a quantum theoretical picture th
currently being intensively studied.

We have made ac measurements of the conductivity on two different, high-mo
n-Si-MOS structures at low dissipated power, with high precision, and at low temp
turesT!EF . In this paper we present experimental data which reveal, for the first t
a weak logarithmic temperature dependence of the conductivity, which persists do
16 mK and gives a positive contribution to the conductivity in the range fromG'10 up
to G5120~throughout the paper conductivity is given in units ofe2/h, and the resistivity
r51/G). Our data confirm that the 2D metallic state, once it is formed by increasing
carrier densityn abovenc,1 , remains stable asT→0. We have found the upper critica
densitync,2 at which the delocalizing logarithmic temperature dependence vanishe
gives way to the localizing one. It is not clear so far whether this point is an attra
focus or a critical point, but in any case it provides a finite conductivity value as
temperature decreases or the density increases.

We studied the resistivity of two Si-MOS samples, with peak mobilities,m
541,000 cm2/V•s ~Si-15a! at T50.3 K and m519,600 ~Si-43!. Measurements were
taken by a 4-terminal ac technique in the temperature range from 0.28 K to 15 K
precise sweeping of the temperature over about 5 h, and from 0.016 K to 3 K~for a few
temperature points!.

As described by Eq.~1!, the exponential drop saturates at low temperatures. In o
to reveal a weak quantum correction to the conductivity and to separate it from the s
exponential dependence~1!, measurements have to be performed atT!T0 , in the range
of the apparent saturation of the exponential temperature dependence, Eq.~1!. This can
be achieved most effectively in the limit of high carrier density~high T0 and highG) and
low temperatures. The typical results measured in this extreme regime are represe
Fig. 1 for a few carrier densities.

The solid curves in Fig. 1 represent the empirical exponential function,G;@r0

1r1 exp(2T0 /T)#21, where the data were fitted with three parameters,r1 , r2 , andT0

~Refs. 12,15!. This function saturates below a certain temperature,T* , whereas the
measured temperature dependence ofG crosses over to a weak dependence, which
linear on a lnT scale,dG5CT ln(T/T* ).

For both samples, over a wide range of density,;131011 to ;2031011, this
logarithmic dependence has a negative prefactor, i.e. it is delocalizing, thus drivin
system to higher conductivity as temperature decreases. At relatively lowG and lown ~as
shown in Fig. 1a!, the prefactor,CT520.460.1, is of the order of the typical valu
uv /p ~Ref. 19!, whereuv;(221) is due to the contribution of two valleys in~100!
Si-MOS structures. At even lower density, close tonc,1 , the derivativedr/dT remains
positive down to 16 mK, however, the strong exponential dependence in Eq.~1! does not
permit the revelation of a weak logarithmic dependence in the limited temperature r

As the density increases, the prefactorCT gradually decreases and nearly vanishes
n523.731011 cm22, which corresponds toGc,25120.5. Figure 2 shows a typical den
sity dependence ofCT for the sample Si-43. Atn5nc,2'2531011 cm22 the prefactor
crosses the abscissa and further, atn.nc,2 , has opposite sign. The positive logarithm
prefactor indicates a weakly localized state in the limit of low temperatures, where
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the conductivity in the low temperature limit: a — for Si-15a at low
electron density, and b, c, d — for Si-43 in a wide range of electron densities~indicated in units of 1011 cm22).
To provide the required signal/noise ratio, every data point was averaged over 0.5 to 2 minutes. Th
curves show the best fits by the exponential dependence of Eq.~1!, and the dashed curves show the logarithm
temperature dependence.

FIG. 2. Density dependence of the logarithmic temperature prefactors:~i! the total prefactor of the zero-field
temperature dependenceCT(n) ~square symbols!, ~ii ! the prefactor for the localizing termCwloc(n) ~open
circles!, and~iii ! the purely delocalizing term,Cdeloc(n) ~full circles!.
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T.T* the derivativedr/dT remains positive. A similar dependence ofCT was found for
the sample Si-15, withGc,2'122.

At first sight, the positive sign ofCT is consistent with the recent calculations of t
quantum corrections for a 2D noninteracting chiral system13,14 as well as consistent with
the spin–orbit scattering model.19 However, the strong reduction of the prefactorCT with
density has no correlation with the relevant spin–orbit and disorder parameters13 Dt and
kFl : both of them remain much greater than 1 up to the densitync,2 at whichCT vanishes.
We therefore presume that the observed weak delocalization is related to elec
electron interaction.20 The existence of the 2D metallic state in the limited range
densities fromnc,150.8 tonc,252531011 cm22, or correspondingly, fromr s510 to 1.8,
is, evidently, in agreement with a consideration based on the Coulomb interaction20,11

The measurements performed on both samples have revealed qualitatively s
temperature and density dependence of the conductivity, shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
ever, the magnitude of the prefactorCT was different, with the difference increasing fro
;10% at high density to a factor of 1.5 at low density, which is beyond the error li
The prefactorCT may roughly be represented by a sum of two large prefactors ha
opposite signs~see e.g., Eq.~2.104! in Ref. 20!, both of which are disorder-dependen

CT5Cdeloc1Cwloc . ~2!

Here the positiveCwloc is due to the single-particle quantum interference~‘‘backscatter-
ing’’ !, and the negativeCdeloc is an interaction contribution.

Motivated by this interpretation, we have also measured the negative magneto
tance in the perpendicular magnetic field.21 This effect is known to be due to suppressi
of the single-electron quantum interference by the magnetic field. Analysis of theR(H)
data thus yields the ‘‘localizing’’ term in the logarithmic temperature dependenc22

Cwloc ln T ~whereCwloc.0). The localizing prefactor shown in Fig. 2 has a peak va
Cwloc'0.4 at a densityn5531011 cm22; it decays sharply~by 2 times! as the density
decreases tonc,1 , and it decreases gradually with increasing density. The differenc
the total and localizing corrections,Cdeloc5CT2Cwloc , shown in Fig. 2, represents thu
an estimate for the purely delocalizing quantum correction;20 it decays with density
}n20.48 at n.331011 cm22.

With these results, the overall temperature dependence of the resistivity given b
~1! should be generalized as follows:

r5H r01r1 exp~2~T0 /T!p! atT.T* ,

r02r0
2CT ln~T/T* ! atT,T* ,

~3!

whereT* is the sample and density-dependent crossover temperature, varying froT*
50 at n5nc,1'0.831011 cm22 to T* '1 K at n51031011 cm22.

Equation~3! corresponds to a non-universal, density-dependent scaling functib
5d ln G/d ln L ~Ref. 16!, rising with G in proportion to ln(G/Gc,1) at T.T* and atG
.Gc,1;1, and gradually falling withG roughly }(CT /G) at T,T* and atGc,2.G
@1. Here the parametersGc,1 , Gc,2 , T* , and CT are all density-dependent,15 and b
equals zero at two points,n5nc,1 andnc,2 .

In summary, we have observed the persistence of the metallic state in the co
tivity range up toG5120 and at temperatures down to 16 mK. Experimentally, a w
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logarithmic temperature dependence of the conductivity was found, which increas
conductivity of the 2D metal asT decreases. The pronounced logarithmic tempera
dependence provides strong evidence for the quantum origin of the 2D metallic sta
emerges as temperature decreases. We have found the second critical densitync,2 at
which the delocalizing logarithmic correction vanishes and hence the conductivity
growing, d ln G/d ln L50. The interpretation of this point either as an attractive sta
focus or as a second critical point requires additional studies. In any case, the existe
this point provides a nonzero value of the conductivity asT decreases to zero or as th
density grows.

V. P. acknowledges discussions with M. Baranov, V. Kravtsov, A. Mirlin, and
Suslov. This work was supported by RFBR~97-02-17378!, by the programs on ‘‘Physics
of Solid-State Nanostructures’’ and ‘‘Statistical Physics,’’ by INTAS, by NWO, and
FWF Vienna, ÖNB and GME Austria.
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Properties of activated states of oxygen and carbon
atoms during diffusion in a-Ti
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Activated energy states of interstitial atoms ina-Ti crystals are inves-
tigated. Previous precision experiments on the anisotropy of the diffu-
sion coefficientsDzz/Dxx in this system revealed thatd(Dzz/Dxx)/dT
has different signs for oxygen and carbon. It is shown that the anoma-
lous positive sign of the effect for carbon atoms is due to the presence
of a double-well potential for a diffusing atom at the saddle points.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01318-8#

PACS numbers: 66.30.Jt

1. The highest accuracy achieved to date in measuring diffusion coefficients
other diffusion parameters for the atoms of light elements in solids has been achie
investigations of the anisotropy of the diffusion coefficientsDzz/Dxx of tagged18O
oxygen atoms1 and 14C carbon atoms2 in the hcp titanium lattice. The most importan
result of these experiments is the observation that the sign ofd(Dzz/Dxx)/dT is different
for oxygen and carbon~Fig. 1!. The temperature dependence of the diffusion anisotr
Dzz/Dxx in the systems studied arises only in the presence of a deviation of the
lattice from the ideal lattice~for which c/a5A8/3), in which case two kinds of saddl
points for the migration of interstitial impurity atoms appear in the crystal.3 The fact that
the oxygen and carbon atoms respond differently to these small deviationsuc/a
2A8/3u!1) shows that the character of their activated states is different. Thus
characteristic structural features of a nonideal hcp crystal provide a unique oppor
for studying these diffusion states.

The main problem of the present work is to explain the anomalous positive sig
the quantityd(Dzz/Dxx)/dT for carbon. It will be shown that the effect is due to th
degeneracy of the energy levels of the impurity atoms in the activated state. In the
such detailed information about the energy states of atoms at the saddle points co
be obtained by means of diffusion measurements.

2. To solve the problem posed, we identified the hopping mechanism, i.e., w
termined the coordinates of the equilibrium and saddle points during the migratio
carbon atoms. For this purpose we examined the various expressions forDzz/Dxx ob-
5390021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tained in the random walk theory for all the possible mechanisms of atomic hops be
nearest equilibrium positions of the interstitial atoms. The choice of the hopping me
nism that is realized was determined by the value of the ratioG ik

0 /G i j
0 of the pre-

exponential factors in the hopping frequenciesG ik between different equilibrium posi
tions of interstitial atoms. According to existing diffusion theories, these ratios ca
differ much from 1.

It turned out that there is only one mechanism of atomic hopping that satisfie
indicated criterion. For this mechanism, both the octahedral and tetrahedral inter
sites are equilibrium positions of carbon atoms in thea-Ti lattice. The ratio of pre-
exponential factors of the hopping frequencies for the other mechanisms cons
differed severalfold from 1, so that the results for them are not presented.

The anisotropy of the diffusion coefficients for the established hopping mecha
is described by the expression4

Dzz/Dxx5~1/4!~c/a!2$GOO /GOT1@2/31GTO /GTT#21%, ~1!

wherec anda are the parameters of the hcp lattice and the indicesO andT denote the
octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites. The following temperature dependenc
assumed for the hopping frequencies:

G ik5G ik
0 exp$2DEik /~kBT%, ~2!

whereDEik is the energy parameter of the potential barrier,kB is Boltzmann’s constant
andT is the absolute temperature.

For the atomic hopping mechanism realized in a nonideal hcp lattice, the pot
energy profile for an interstitial atom is as shown in Fig. 2. The saddle pointsS1 andS2

are located at the centers of the faces of the octahedra and tetrahedra forming the
stitial sites.3 One can see that atomic hops between interstitial sites of the same
occur with the participation of the saddle pointsS2, while atomic hops between interst
tial sites of different kinds occur throughS1. For the indicated form of the profile, th
hopping frequencies in expression~1! are related as

GTO /GTT5GOT /GOO . ~3!

In the casec/a5(8/3)1/2 the potential energiesE(S1) andE(S2) are the same, and th
anisotropy of the diffusion coefficients is temperature-independent.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the anisotropyDzz /Dxx of the diffusion coefficients for oxygen and carbo
in a-Ti.
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The results of an analysis of the experimental data on the anisotropy of the diff
coefficients of carbon ina-Ti are presented in Table I.

We note that Zener’s theory5 has proven to be the most successful of the exist
theories of the pre-exponential factors of diffusion coefficients. In our case it give
GOT

0 /GOO
0 values ranging from 1.0 to 1.6. The ratioGOT

0 /GOO
0 presented in the table lie

in this range.

The hopping mechanism for oxygen atoms ina-Ti was identified in Ref. 6. The
mechanism is similar to that established here for carbon atoms from the standpoint
types of saddle points through which interstitial atoms migrate. Localization of oxy
atoms in tetrahedral interstitial sites was not observed.

3. The foregoing analysis of the anisotropy of the diffusion coefficients mad
possible to express the variations ofDzz/Dxx with temperature in terms of the differenc
E(S1)2E(S2) of the potential energies of the diffusing atoms at different types of sa
points. The values obtained forE(S1)2E(S2) were 0.057 eV for oxygen atoms and
20.208 eV for carbon atoms. This difference is depicted schematically in Fig. 2.

The packing of the Ti atoms at the saddle pointsS1 is closer than the packing atS2.
This makes it possible to anticipate which impurity, carbon or oxygen, will hav
positive sign of the parameterE(S1)2E(S2). This result follows from the standar
elastic model of diffusion potential barriers. The differenceE(S1)2E(S2) should be
greatest for carbon atoms, since carbon atoms stretch thea-Ti lattice more strongly on
dissolution than do oxygen atoms.7 Similar results can be obtained by using differe
models of the pair interactions Ti–Ti, Ti–C, and Ti–O, if it is assumed that repul

FIG. 2. Potential energy profile for interstitial atoms in a nonideal hcp crystal.

TABLE I. Experimental2 and computational data used to identify the hopping mechanism for carbo
a-Ti.

GOT /GOO

or E(S1)2E(S2),
T, K Dzz/Dxx GTO /GTT eV GOT

0 /GOO
0 or GTO

0 /GTT
0

856 0.27460.003 0.1386
1100 0.43460.009 0.2144 20.208 1.4560.15
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forces dominate at distances corresponding to the position of an interstitial atom
saddle point.

On this basis, the fact that the signs of the quantitiesd(Dzz/Dxx)/dT and E(S1)
2E(S2) are different for carbon and oxygen atoms is an unexpected result.b! It requires
a revision of the viewpoints concerning the nature of the activated state during diffu
of interstitial atoms, at least for carbon atoms.

Let us consider this question in greater detail. In an elastic model of the pote
barrier for the diffusion of interstitial atoms it is ordinarily assumed that the energy o
impurity in the lattice is proportional to the squared differenceD2d of the diameterD of
the interstitial atom and the diameterd of the corresponding cavity~or passage in the cas
of a saddle point! ~see, for example, Refs. 3 and 8!. As a result, a decrease in the size
the passage increases the elastic energy of the impurity. If it is assumed that the c
in the parameterd is due to the deviation of the packing ofa-Ti from the ideal packing,
then the difference of the energiesE(S1) andE(S2) of the activated states is

E~S1!2E~S2!>22E~S1!Dd/~D2d!522eE~S1!d/~D2d!.0, ~4!

whereDd is the change in the passage diameterd, while the corresponding deformatio
e is proportional to$c/a2(8/3)1/2% and is negative.

When the energy state of an interstitial impurity in the positionS1 is nondegenerate
such an effect, which is linear in$c/a2(8/3)1/2%, can be due only to the fully symmetri
(A1) deformatione[e(A1). In Eq. ~4! the quantity22E(S1)d/(D2d), whereE(S1)
>2 eV,2 plays the role of the interaction parameterV(A1) (V(A1),0) of the impurity
with the indicated deformation in the excited state.2 The effect of changes in the shape
the cavity~and not its size! on the energyE(S1) is of second-order and can be neglecte

A completely different situation obtains in the case of energy degeneracy of
vated states of diffusing atoms. An additional linear interaction of the degenerate
with incompletely symmetric deformations appears. This results in splitting of the im
rity level and decreases the energy of the impurity. If the hcp lattice deviates fro
ideal lattice, such deformations arise as a result of a change induced in the symm
the environment of the saddle point by the titanium atoms. This effect occurs a
saddle pointS1, where the three matrix atoms closest to this position form an isosc
triangle. The nearest-neighbor environment of the saddle pointS2 is represented by an
equilateral triangle.

Since only twofold degeneracy (E term! is possible in positions with trigonal sym
metry, the corresponding decrease of the energy can be described by the express

DE~S1!52~kBT!ln$2 cosh@V~E!e1 /kBT#%>2uV~E!e1u, uV~E!e1u.kBT, ~5!

whereV(E) is an interaction constant describing the interaction of the degenerate
with the incompletely symmetric deformatione1.

As a result, the total effect forE(S1)2E(S2), which is proportional to$c/a
2(8/3)1/2%, can be negative:

E~S1!2E~S2!>V~A1!e2uV~E!e1u. ~6!
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We note that for the particular symmetry of the environment of the saddle poinS1

considered here, the deformationse1 and e are the same. ForuV(A1)/V(E)u,1 the
differenceE(S1)2E(S2) is negative and, correspondingly,d(Dzz/Dxx)/dT is positive.
This condition is not exotic for Jahn–Teller states.

In summary, the assumption that energy degeneracy is possible in an activate
can eliminate the previously noted disagreement between the experimental da
theory.

We shall now briefly discuss the possible reasons why structural differences
arise between the activated states of carbon and oxygen atoms. It is simplest to ex
excited localized states of impurities in a crystal field. The impurity 2p levels in a
trigonal crystal field split into a doublet and singlet. For the lowest singlet state
energy of thep2(C) configuration is twofold degenerate, while the energy of the c
figuration p4(O) is nondegenerate. In contrast, for the lowest doublet the configura
p4(O) is degenerate and the configurationp2(C) is nondegenerate. In consequence, if
interaction of the degenerate term with deformations is strong, the sign of the qua
d(Dzz/Dxx)/dT for carbon and oxygen should be different irrespective of the chara
of the splitting of thep levels by a trigonal field. A positive sign ofd(Dzz/Dxx)/dT for
carbon atoms requires a lower energy in the singletp state.

4. This investigation has established that there is a substantial difference betwe
activated energy states of carbon and oxygen ina-Ti. It was shown that the decrease
the potential energy observed for carbon atoms at saddle points with the closest p
of the environment is most likely due to the Jahn–Teller effect. It was found tha
results of diffusion measurements ordinarily make it possible to determine only the
ues of the energy difference of the diffusing atom in the saddle and equilibrium posi

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research
Grant 96-03-32106.

a!e-mail: vykhod@imp.uran.ru
b!The difficulties that arise formally can be overcome by assuming that the volume of the system dec

when a carbon atom hops from an equilibrium position to a saddle point. For all its artificiality, this hypo
in principle can be checked by means of experiments studying the influence of hydrostatic pressure
diffusion coefficients of interstitial atoms.
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Vortex structure in the presence of tilted columnar
defects

A. Buzdin
UniversitéBordeaux I, Centre de Physique The´orique et Mode´lisation, Rue du Solarium,
33174 Gradignan Cedex, France

~Submitted 19 August 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 6, 507–511~25 September 1998!

It is argued that vortices in layered superconductors will be trapped by
tilted columnar defects even when the external magnetic field is ori-
ented along thec axis. For such tilted, trapped vortices the interaction
at long distances becomes attractive in some directions. This must re-
sult in the formation of vortex chains with an intervortex distance of the
order of the London penetration depth. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01418-2#

PACS numbers: 61.80.Jh, 74.76.Bz, 74.62.Dh, 74.80.Dm

The defects produced by ion irradiation are columnar damage tracks with thick
of the order of 2R;50– 100 Å. These columnar defects~CDs! have a dramatic effect on
the vortex pinning and can increase the critical current many times over.1,2 Investigation
of the properties of superconductors with CDs has attracted much attention recen
high-Tc superconducting oxides it is possible to introduce the tilted columnar defec
controlling the orientation of a heavy ion beam~see, e.g., Ref. 3 and references cit
therein!.

In the present paper, we consider theoretically the behavior of vortices in lay
superconductors with parallel CDs which are tilted slightly with respect to thec axis in an
external field directed parallel to thec axis. In view of the very high degree of anisotrop
of high-Tc superconductors~like Bi-2212 or Tl-2201 for example! we may neglect the
Josephson interaction between layers and consider only the electromagnetic one.
tex line in a highly anisotropic quasi-2D superconductor is in fact a chain of pan
vortices.4,5 For a vortex line parallel to thec axis the situation is the same as in th
standard case, and the vortex energy per unit length is given by the classic fo
Ev5(f0/4pl)2(ln(l/j)10.12),6 where for a layered superconductorl225d0 /l i

2d,
with d0 its thickness,d the distance between superconducting layers, andl i the in-plane
London penetration depth of a single layer. When a vortex is on a CD~the direction of
which coincides with thec axis! the only difference in the vortex energy calculation
that the cutoff is at the CD radiusR rather than atj ~see, e.g., Refs. 7,8!, i.e., the vortex
energy isEv

CD5(f0/4pl)2ln(l/R) and the pinning energy~per unit length! may be esti-
mated asEpin5(f0/4pl)2ln(l/j).

This large pinning energy~comparable with the vortex energy itself! may stabilize
the orientation of the vortex along the tilted CDs and not along the vertical mag
5440021-3640/98/68(6)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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field. To find out for what anglesu between the CD axisl and thec axis a vortex prefers
to be oriented along CD, we need to calculate the energy of a tilted vortex in
framework of an electromagnetic coupling model. The general expression for the e
of an arbitrary configuration of pancake vortices has been derived in Ref. 4:

E5
1

8pleff
(

n
E d2k

~2p!2H uFn~k!u22Fn~2k!(
m

Fm~k!

3
sinh~kd!

2leffk

~Gk2AGk
221! un2mu

AGk
221

J , ~1!

whereleff5l i
2/d0 , Fn(k) is the Fourier transform of the total London vector of thenth

layer Fn(r)5(aFL(r2Rn,a), the summation is performed over all pancakesa in the
nth layer,FL(k)5 if0(k3z)/k2, and the functionGk5cosh(kd)1sinh(kd)/2leffk.

Let us choose anx axis in the plane defined by the thez„c… axis and the CD axisl
~see Fig. 1!; then the vectorFn(k) is given by Fn(k)5exp@2ind(k–x̂…tanu#FL(k).
Performing the summation overm in formula ~1!, we obtain the energy of the vorte
segment between two adjacent layers:

Es~u!5
d

8pl2E d2k

~2p!2
uFL~k!u2S 12

sinh~kd!

2leffk

1

Gk2cos~~k–x̂!d tan u! D . ~2!

As the main contribution to the integral~2! comes from the region of small wave vecto
k!d21, we may use the expansion ofGk for smallk and finally obtain a very convenien
expression for the energy difference for tilted and perpendicular vortices:

Es~u!2Es~0!5
df0

2

8pl2E d2k

~2p!2S 1

~1/l2!~k2/~k21kx
2 tan2u!!1k2

2
1

1/l21k2D
5dS f0

4pl D 2

lnS 11cosu

2 cosu D . ~3!

Naturally the energy of the tilted vortex is larger than the perpendicular one, and it is
the additional pinning energy~when the vortex axis coincides with the CD axis! which
could stabilize it. For the tilted CD, superconductivity is destroyed in an elliptical reg
on the (a,b) plane with semiaxesR and R/cosu, and, accordingly, the energy of
perpendicular vortex with such an elliptic core isEs

el5d(f0/4pl)2ln(2l cosu/R(1

FIG. 1.
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1cosu)).8 Taking this into account, we see that the decrease of the energy due to a
core surface compensates its tilt-related increase, and finally the total energy of the
on the tilted columnar defect is

Es
CD~u!5dS f0

4pl D 2

lnS l

RD ~4!

and does not depend onu. Comparing this with the energy of a perpendicular vor
~which does not benefit from pinning along the whole length of a CD!, we conclude that
a vortex will prefer to be always oriented along a CD. In fact, for large values ofu the
CD may not be elliptical in the (a,b) plane, and the above-mentioned compensation
disappear. In practice, however, foru,60°, the vortices would penetrate along a C
when the magnetic field is parallel to thec axis.

The condition for a single vortex to penetrate into a sample isEs
CD2f0Hd/4p

50; this gives us the first critical field

Hc15
f0

2

4pl2
lnS l

RD , ~5!

which is smaller than the critical field for a vortex oriented along thec axis, Hc1
0

5(f0
2/4pl2)ln(l/j).

The previous analysis is certainly applicable for well-separated vortices, when
possible to neglect any intervortex interaction. This case corresponds to a field clo
Hc1 and a very low concentration of CDs. On the other hand, the situation when
interaction between tilted vortices comes into play is very special and may qualitat
change the process of vortex penetration. In fact, in the framework of an anisot
London model, an attraction between the tilted vortices appears in the (c,l) plane.9–11

Such attraction decreases exponentially at long distances and leads to the forma
vortex chains,9 as has been observed subsequently in experiment~see, e.g., Ref. 12 and
references cited therein!. An anisotropic London model is not appropriate for extrem
quasi-2D compounds like Bi-2212; then the question of the tilted vortex interaction
be treated in the framework of a quasi-2D model with an electromagnetic interacti

With the help of the general expression~1! one may demonstrate that, as in the ca
of an anisotropic London model,9 the attraction between two tilted vortices is maximal
the (c,l) plane, and at long distance the interaction energy varies as

Eint;2sin2~u!/D2,

whereD is the distance between the vortex lines. Such a long-range attraction is
different from the exponentially decreasing attraction in the London model.9–11 If the
sample contains many CDs available for vortex occupation, then vortices will oc
CDs forming a chain in the (c,l) plane. The first critical field will correspond to th
appearance of the vortex chain, not a single vortex.

To calculate the characteristics of such a vortex chain we may write with the he
~1!–~3! the energy of vortex in chain as:
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Es
chain~u!5

d

8pl2E dky

~2p!

1

a (
kx52pn/a

H uFL~k!u2S 12
1

11l2k21l2kx
2 tan2u

D J ,

~6!

wherea is the distance between adjacent vortices in the (x,y) plane~see Fig. 1!.

To avoid all the cutoff-related complications, it is convenient to calculate the
ference of the energy of the vortex in a chain and in a solitary state:

Es
chain~u!2Es

CD~u!5
df0

2

8pl2H 1

a (
kx52pn/a

E dq

~2p!
K~q,Q!2E dqdQ

~2p!2
K~q,Q!J , ~7!

whereQ5kx , q5ky , and the function

K~q,Q!5S 12
1

11l2~Q21q2!1l2Q2 tan2u
D 1

~Q21q2!
. ~8!

Performing summation and integration overQ in ~7! we finally obtain

Es
chain~u!2Es

CD~u!5
df0

2

8pl2 E0

` du

~2p!H 12coth~uã!

12u2 tan2u
u tan2u

1
1

cosuA11u2

coth~ ã cosuA11u2!21

12u2 tan2u
J , ~9!

whereã5a/(2l) and fora@l

Eint~u!5Es
chain~u!2Es

CD~u!52
df0

2

4p2a2
tan2uE

0

`

@coth~u!21#udu, ~10!

i.e., at long distances there is always an attraction between the vortices located
tilted CDs.

The interaction energy as a function of distanceã is presented in Fig. 2 for severa

FIG. 2.
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tilting anglesu: at short distances the vortices repel each other, while at long dista
the interaction becomes attractive, and the minimum ofEint corresponds to the equilib
rium distance between the vortices in a chain. This equilibrium distanceãeq as a function
of angleu is presented in Fig. 3, and we see that it is rather large,aeq;(3 – 8)l ~note that
at anglesu very close top/2 even the weak Josephson interlayer interaction mus
taken into account, and our model is no longer valid!. For typical concentrations of CD
~fluenceBF;(1 – 3)T), the mean distance between them is much smaller thanaeq, and
at low fields the vortices could freely choose the CD to be at, thus forming the vo
chains.

In conclusion we stress that in the presence of tilted CDs, in low magnetic fi
oriented along thec axis, the vortices prefer to be trapped by CDs, thus giving rise
magnetization perpendicular to the external field, i.e., a torque. The first critical field
correspond to the appearance of a vortex chain and not a single vortex. The vortex
at low field will correspond to well-separated vortex chains, and an increase of the
will cause a decrease of the distance between chains while leaving the intervorte
tance within a chain basically the same and equal toaeq. It might be interesting to
perform magnetization and/or torque measurements, as well as decoration experim
samples of high-Tc superconductors with tilted columnar defects.

The help of T. Chameeva and C. Meyers in preparation of the manuscript is a
ciated.
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